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An increasing number of connectionist models have been proposed to explain behavioral deficits in
developmental disorders. These simulations motivate serious consideration of the theoretical implications
of the claim that a developmental disorder fits within the parameter space of a particular computational
model of normal development. The authors examine these issues in depth with respect to a series of new
simulations investigating past-tense formation in Williams syndrome. This syndrome and the past-tense
domain are highly relevant because both have been used to make strong theoretical claims about the
processes underlying normal language acquisition. The authors conclude that computational models have
great potential to advance psychologists' understanding of developmental deficits because they focus on
the developmental process itself as a pivotal causal factor in producing atypical phenotypic outcomes.

Computationalmodelshave becomean increasinglyprevalent
tool for investigating mechanismsof change within cognitive
development(e.g.,Simon& Halford, 1995).Much of this research
has used connectionistlearning systems(i.e., computer models
loosely basedon principles of neural information processing)to
constructcognitive-level explanationsof behavior (Elman et al.,
1996;Mareschal& Thomas,2001). Such modelshave offered a
way to explore self-organizationin development,the process
whereby structure emergesin a representationalsystem in responseto the system'sdynamic interactionswith its environment.
Self-organizationis guidedby constraintsor boundaryconditions
built into the initial stateof the system,and computationalmodels
have permitted researchersto investigatehow different system
constraintsinteract with an environment to generate observed
behaviors.
In additionto studyingnormal development,thesemodelshave
provideda meansof exploringhow deviationsin self-organization,
due to a shift in initial constraints,can result in the emergenceof
atypicalbehaviorssuchas thosefound in developmentaldisorders
(Mareschal& Thomas,2001;Oliver, Johnson,Karmiloff-Srnith, &
Pennington,2000; Thomas& Karmiloff-Srnith, 2002b).
Although, in principle, any type of developmentalcomputational model can be applied to the study of developmentaldisor-
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ders,thus far most modelshaveappearedwithin the connectionist
paradigm.Developmentalconnectionistmodelscontain a number
of initial parameterand design decisionsmade by the modeler
prior to the learning process.Thesedecisionsinclude the initial
architectureof the model, the activationdynamicsof the processing units, the choice of .input-output representations,the type of
learning algorithm, and the natureof the training set. Increasing
~umbersof modelshavebeenput forward asoffering explanations
of deficits in developmentaldisorderson the basisof alterationsto
theseinitial constraints.During training, suchmodelscan exhibit
an atypicaltrajectoryof developmentwith behavioralimpairments
emergingin their end states.
Three domains-dyslexia, autism, and specific languageimpairment-serve to illustrate this approach.Take, for example,
reading.Developmentalphonologicaldyslexiahasbeenexplained
via manipulationsto initial phonologicaland orthographicrepresentationsof a connectionist model. Alternatively, researchers
have proposedthe use of a two-layer network or a reduction in
hiddenunit numbersin the initial architecture,or alterationsto the
learning algorithm and/or the architectureof a subsystemthat
learnsthe phonological forms of words (Brown, 1997; Harm &
Seidenberg,1999; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg,& Patterson,
1996;Seidenberg& McClelland, 1989;Zorzi, Houghton,& Butterworth, 1998a).Severalproposalsalso exist for initial manipulations that might capturedevelopmentalsurfacedyslexia. These
proposalsinclude a reductionin the numberof hiddenunits, a less
efficient learning algorithm, less training, and a slower learning
rate (Bullinaria, 1997; Harm & Seidenberg,1999; Plaut et al.,
1996;Seidenberg& McClelland, 1989;Zorzi, Houghton,& Butterworth, 1998b). In autism, categorizationdeficits have been
explainedin terms of network architecturesthat have too few or
too many hidden units, noise vectorsaddedto the input (Cohen,
1994, 1998), or self-organizingfeature maps with exaggerated
levels of lateral inhibition (Gustafsson,1997; seefor discussion,
Mareschal& Thomas,2001~Thomas,2000).In specific language
impairment(SLI), deficits in inflectional morphology have been
explainedin terms of a network with initially degradedphonological representations(Hoeffner & McClelland, 1993; Joanisse,
2000).
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This conceptionof developmentaldisordershas major advantagesbut also potential limitations. One advantageis that developmentalcomputationalmodels allow a proper considerationof
the crucial role of the developmentalprocessitself in producing
behavioraldeficits, in contrastto a widespreadview that developmentaldisorderscanbe explainedwithin a staticframeworkasthe
directanalogueof acquireddisorders(Thomas& KarmiIoff-Smith,
2002a).One potential limitation arisesfrom the claim that disorders fit within the parameterspaceof particular computational
implementations.Such a claim raises a number of contentious
issues,including the relation of simulation to explanation,the
validity of any given implementation,and the flexibility of that
model in capturingvarious patternsof developmentaldata.In the
following paragraphs,we considerthesepoints in more detail.
To understandthe benefit of using connectionistmodels in
studying developmentaldisorders,we must fIrst review the explanatory framework within which such disordersare typically
conceived.The field of developmentalcognitive neuropsychology
beganas an extensionof the adult cognitive neuropsychological
model to data from children with neuropsychologicaldisorders.
The initial explanatory framework, therefore, assumeda static
modular structureto the cognitive systemand soughtto characterize developmentaldisordersin terms of the atypical developmentof oneor morecomponents,assumedfrom theoriesof normal
cognitivefunctioning.This extensionis illustratedby an emphasis
on the searchfor double dissociationsof cognitive functions betweendifferent developmentaldisorders(Temple,1997),a pattern
of empirical data with particular significancein the adult framework becauseit is taken as a strong indication of damage to
independentcognitive components.
Becausebehavioralimpairmentsin developmentaldisordersare
usually identified in children and adultswhen many of the developmentalprocessesare close to their end state,suchimpairments
are often comparedagainsta static descriptionof the functional
structureof the normal cognitive system.This sometimesencouragesanalogiesto be drawn betweendevelopmentaland acquired
deficits. In such cases,there is an assumptionthat a deficit in
behaviorat the end of development(i.e., the outcomeof a developmentalprocess)can be mappedone-to-oneonto a deficit in one
or more cognitive mechanismscausedby damageto an adult
system,while in both casesthe rest of the systemis intact and
functioningnormally. Baron-Cohen(1998) summarizedthis view:
"I suggestthat the study of mental retardationwould profit from
the application of the framework of cognitive neuropsychology
(e.g.,McCarthy & Warrington, 1990;Shallice,1988).In cognitive
neuropsychology,one key questionrunning through the investigator'smind is 'Is this processor mechanismintact or impairedin
this person?'" (p. 335).
The advantageof interpretingacquiredand developmentaldisorderswithin the sameframework is the possibility of accessing
two sourcesof complementaryevidence that may converge to
revealthe structureof the cognitive system.Thus, Temple (1997)
discusseda range of behavioralimpairmentsfor which acquired
and developmental analoguescan be found (see Thomas &
Karmiloff-Smith, 2002a, for discussion).The two sourcesof information tell us different things. Acquired deficits can reveal the
structureof the adult system,whereastruly selectivedevelopmental deficits can demonstratecomponentsthat develop independently.Furthermore,whendevelopmentaldisordershavea genetic

basis,perhapstruly selectivebehavioraldeficits (if there are any)
may be evidence of innate modular structure in the cognitive
system,in this caseselectivelydamagedby a genetic anomaly.
The difficulty with interpretingdevelopmentaldeficits within a
static modularframework is that suchaccountsexcludethe developmentalprocessas a causalfactor in the disorder(seeKarmiloffSmith, 1997,1998,for discussion).This is particularly problematic
when the modular structureitself appearsto be the product of a
developmentalprocess.A growing number of studiesshow how
both neural localization and neural specializationfor biologically
importantfunctionssuchas speciesrecognitionand languagetake
place gradually acrossdevelopment(M. Johnson,1999; Neville,
1991). To achieve a selective high-level deficit againsta background of normal functioning in a developmentalsystemwoulCi
require very strong and perhapsunrealistic assumptionsaboutthe
constraintsthat guide the developmentalprocessas well as limitationsto the extentthat compensationcan overcomeearly deficits
(Thomas& Karmiloff-Smith, 2002a).
Becauseinnate modularity of high-level functions does not
appearto be a viable assumption(seebelow), selectivehigh-level
developmentalimpairmentswould then require a picture in which
specializedprocessingcomponentscould emergeindependentlyof
eachother during development(i.e., sufficient independencethat
early deviationsin one mechanismwould not affect the development of others).However,Bishop (1997) has arguedthat interactivity betweensystems,rather than independence,is the hallmark
of early development.In addition, any compensationthat developmentalplasticity permitsis likely to lead to knock-oneffectsin
other domains,in which areasattemptingto compensatefor malfunctioning systemsthemselvesexperiencea reduction in efficiency in carrying out their normal functions (see Anderson,
Northam,Hendy, & Wrennall, 2001, for discussion).
The hope that genetic developmentaldisorders can provide
evidenceof innatemodularstructureis underminedby an absence
of direct links betweengenesand particular high-level cognitive
structures.Currently, there are no known genes that serve the
function of coding directly for specific high-level cognitive structures and, consequently,for domain-specificdevelopmentaloutcomes.Indeed,current knowledgesuggeststhat geneticeffectsin
brain developmentare generallyboth widespreadand graded,and
when they occur in more restrictedareas,thesedo not match up
with subsequentregions of specializationfor higher cognitive
functions, with the possible exception of primary sensory and
motor systems(Karmiloff-Smith, 1998; Karmiloff-Smith, Scerif,
& Thomas,2002; Kingsbury & Finlay, 2001).
The alternativeto viewing developmentalimpairmentsasif they
were high-level lesions to a static systemis to view them as the
outcomeof initial differencesin the lower level constraintsunder
which the cognitive systemdevelops(i.e., the high-level deficits
are an outcome of development itself; Elman et al., 1996;
Karmiloff-Smith, 1998;Oliver et al., 2000).When geneticdamage
leadsto high-level anomaliesin a developmentaldisorder,differencesare likely to lie in the initial low-level neurocomputational
propertiesof the brain, such as local connectivity or the fIring
propertiesof neurons,ratherthanin selectivedeficits to high-level
cognitive components.Different, initial low-level constraintslead
to alternativedevelopmentaltrajectories,which in turn generatea
particularprofile of high-level cognitiveabilities. This perspective
hasimplicationsfor the types of data that are collectedin charac-
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terizing developmental disorders. An approach that predicts widespread atypicalities across cognitive domains with more serious
and less serious behavioral consequences will generate a different
research agenda to one that simply searches'for selective deficits
against a background of normal function, an issue we consider in
more detail elsewhere (Thomas & Karmiloff-Smith, 2002a).
Connectionist models of development are ideally suited for
exploring this latter, dynamic view of developmental disorders,
because their final behavior is a product of initial (lower level)
network constraints and a subsequent developmental process. Alterations in the initial network constraints can cause deficits in
performance at the end of training, as well as differences in the
stages through which it passes.Models offer the particular advantage of allowing a detailed consideration of the relation between
initial constraints and trajectories of development in complex
learning systems. Such relationships are hard to anticipate without
the use of modeling.
Despite the gains that computational accounts of developmental
disorders may offer in their emphasis on the process of development itself as a cause, such accounts are potentially undermined by
the limitations of computational modeling. In each of the examples
we have introduced (dyslexia, autism, SU), the explanation of
disordered performance amounted to the claim that atypical performance falls within the parameter space of a' particular computational model. Yet a claim of this sort raises a number of potential
objections. Some of these are specific to the particular model: How
does one define (and justify) the parameter set for a normal model
in a given domain-the precondition for simulating atypical development? What is the justification for manipulating a particular
parameter to fit the disordered data (e.g., changing the number of
hidden units in a network)? When psychological data motivate the
manipulation of the parameter, is this parameter the only way to
implement the deficit suggested by the psychological data? When
a parameter manipulation (such as number of hidden units) fits the
group data of a disordered population, does this parameter have
sufficient scope to cover the full range of individual variation
shown by the disorder (e.g., from failure to arrested development
to delayed success)? And when one parameter manipulation fits
the disordered data, how unique is this finding"'-- how do we know
that there are not many parameter manipulations within the model
that would also fit the data?
Other objections are more general. If a model happens to fit both
the normal and disordered data, how can we guarantee that our
chosen model is the right one, with the right number of parameters? For example, connectionist models of reading show a fair
degree of variation in their exact design: How can we be sure that
a successful manipulation to one model holds for all other models
of the domain? In other words, to what extent can we generalize
the claims made from any given model?
Despite the increasing emergence of connectionist models of
developmental disorders, objections such as these have rarely been
given due consideration. If atypical models are to realize their
potential, such objections must be evaluated carefully. In this
article, our aim is to begin this task. Our starting point is to
introduce a concrete example around which we can focus the
theoretical discussion, with a target developmental disorder and a
target behavioral deficit. The target disorder is Williams syndrome
(WS), and the target domain is language development, in particular
past-tense acquisition. Several reasons motivate this choice.
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First, the domain of past tenseoffers an excellent example of
how researchers
haveformulatedexplanationsof deficits in developmentaldisordersbasedon direct analogiesto selective highlevel deficits in a staticsystem,including the applicationof double
dissociationmethodologyto motivate the postulationof independent processingmechanisms.Indeed,past tenseoffers an example
of the use of genetic developmentaldisorders to bolster claims
aboutinnatehigh-level structurein the languagesystem.Modeling
work in this domainmay clarify whethersuchclaimsarenecessary
when one adoptsa more developmentalperspective.
Second,WS is important becausedeficits in the languageof
individuals with this disorder have been used to make strong
theoreticalclaims about the nature of typical languagedevelopment. In constructingour model, we identify severalhypotheses
concerningthe overall causeof atypical languagedevelopmentin
WS. Particularclaims havebeenmadeabout past-tensedeficits in
WS, and modeling work permits us to evaluate whether each
hypothesisis sufficient to captureWS past-tensedata in a developmentalmodel.
Third, the modeling of atypical past-tenseacquisition is made
easierby the existenceof a body of work that has used connectionist modelsto simulatetypical developmentin past tenseformation. This is important because,before one undertakesa consideration of atypical development from a computational
perspective,one must begin with a baseline model of typical
development.
Fourth, despite the existenceof fairly good connectionisti~plementationsof past-tenseacquisition, there is neverthelessa
competingtheoreticalaccountin this domain (albeit one that is not
sufficiently specifiedto allow computationalimplementation).The
existenceof two dominant theoriesdrives a considerationof the
generalityof the findings of one particular connectionistsimulation to other modelswithin the field.
We start,then, with an examinationof the way in which developmentaldisordershavebeenusedto shedlight on the structureof
the normal past-tensesystem. We then consider in detail the
evidenceon inflectional morphologyin WS and identify several
distinct hypotheseson the wider causesof atypical languagedevelopmentin this syndrome.At this point, we turn to connectionist
modeling, flfSt outlining a baseline or normal model and then
describing the parametermanipulations that may allow us to
simulate a set of target data from a detailed study on past-tense
formationin WS. Finally, we return to considerthe generaluseof
developmentalcomputationalmodelsfor the studyof developmental disorders.
The English Past Tense and Developmental

Disorders

The English past tense is characterized by a predominant regularity in which the majority of verbs form their past tense by the
addition of one of three allomorphs of the -ed suffix to the base
stem (e.g., walk/walked, end/ended, chase/chased). However, there
is a small but significant group of verbs that form their past tense
in different ways, including changing internal vowels (swim!
swam), changing word final consonants (build/built), changing
both internal vowels and final consonants (think/thought), an arbitrary relation of stem to past tense (go/went), and verbs that have
a past-tense form identical to the stem (hit/hit). These so-called
irregular verbs often come in small groups sh8;ring a family re-
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semblance (sleep/slept, creep/crept, leapneapt) and usually have
high token frequencies (see Pinker, 1999, for further details).
During the acquisition of the English past tense, children show
a characteristic U-shaped developmental profile at different times
for individual irregular verbs. Initially they use the correct past
tense of a small number of high-frequency regular and irregular
verbs. Later, they sometimes produce overregularized past-tense
forms for a small fraction of their irregular verbs (e.g., thinked;
Marcus et al., 1992) along with other, less frequent errors (Xu &
Pinker, 1995). Finally, performance is good on both regular and
irregular verbs (Berko, 1958; Ervin, 1964; Kuczaj, 1977).
Currently, two theories compete to explain the cognitive processes underlying past-tense performance: a connectionist theory
rooted in implemented computer simulations (e.g., Joanisse &
Seidenberg, 1999; Plunkett & Juola, 1999; Plunkett & Marchman,
1991, 1993; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) and a more descriptive, dual mechanism theory (e.g., Marcus et al., 1992; Pinker,
1991, 1994, 1999). Both theories take respective performance on
regular and irregular past tenses as indexing different things, either
different underlying knowledge or different underlying processes.
In the connectionist theory, performance on regular verbs indexes
reliance on knowledge about phonological regularities, whereas
that on irregular verbs indexes reliance on lexical-semantic knowledge. In the dual mechanism theory, performance on regular verbs
indexes a dedicated symbolic processing mechanism implementing the regular rule, whereas performance on irregular verbs indexes an associative memory storing information about the pasttense forms of specific verbs. Evidence from developmental
disorders has been applied to this latter model, in combination with
evidence from acquired disorders.
In terms of acquired disorders, Pinker (1991, 1994, 1999)
pointed to evidence from adults with neurodegenerative diseases
and acquired aphasia as supporting two separate, qualitatively
different, high-level processing mechanisms within the inflectional
morphology system. Patients with nonfluent aphasia can be worse
at producing and reading regular past-tense forms than exception
forms, whereas patients with fluent aphasia can be worse at producing and reading exception forms than regular forms (e.g.,
Tyler, de Mornay Davies, et al., 2002; Tyler, Randall, & MarslenWilson, 2002; illlman et al., 1997, in press; although see Bird et
al., 2003). Similarly, patients with Parkinson's disease can make
more errors producing regular and novel-ed forms than exception
forms, whereas patients with Alzheimer's disease can make more
errors producing exception past-tense forms than regular pasttense forms (Ullman, in press; Ullman et al., 1997). Using the logic
of adult neuropsychology, these double dissociations are taken as
evidence that independent mechanisms are responsible for performance on the two types of verbs.
Within the same framework, Pinker (1991, 1994, 1999) also
supported his dual mechanism argument with evidence from individuals who had developmental disorders. In particular, he cited
WS as a case in which genetic damage disrupts the functioning of
one of the two mechanisms. Damage to the associative memory for
exception past tenses leads to a purported selective deficit in
irregular past-tense formation. In line with this claim, Clahsen and
Almazan (1998) argued that in WS, the computational system for
language is selectively spared. whereas the lexical system required
for irregular inflection is impaired. More widely, Clahsen and
Temple (2003) have claimed that the right way to view the WS

language system is in tenns of the architecture of a nonnal system
but with selective high-level components that are under- or overde.veloped. This illustrates a clear preference for a static modular
framework to explain developmental deficits.
Conversely, Pinker (1991, 1994, 1999) presented SLI as a case
of a genetic syndrome offering the opposite pattern to WS, in
which the rule-based mechanism is impaired and the associative
memory is intact. Like WS, SLI is a developmental disorder with
a genetic component (Bishop, North, & Donlan, 1995). In SLI,
impainnents are found in language in the absence of any apparent
cognitive, social, or neurological deficits. Van der Lely and Ullman (2001) found that not only were children with SLI very poor
at applying the "add -ed" past-tense regularity to novel verbs, but
they also showed poor perfonnance on both regular and irregular
past tenses, their predominant response being to produce uninflected stems (see also Moore & Johnston, 1993; Ullman &
Gopnik, 1999). Indeed, Leonard, Bortolini, Caselli, McGregor, and
Sabbadini (1992) and Oetting and Horohov (1997) reported a
higher percentage of irregular than regular past-tense usage in SLI.
In interpreting their data, Van der Lely and Ullman (2001) suggested that, in the absence of the rule-based mechanism, these
children were using their associative memory mechanism to memorize both regular and irregular past tenses. They cited as evidence
the unusual presence of frequency effects in the levels of performance of regular verbs. Taking SLI and WS together, Pinker
(1999) made the following comment:
Overall, the genetic double dissociation is striking, suggesting that
language is both a specialisation of the brain and that it depends on
generative rules that are visible in the ability to compute regular
forms. The genes of one group of children [SLI] impair their grammar
while sparing their intelligence; the genes of another group of children
[WS] impair their intelligence while sparing their grammar. The fIfSt
group of children rarely generalise the regular pattern; the second
group of children generalise it freely. (p. 262)

Threepoints are illustrated here.First, here is a caseof developmental disordersbeing used in a directly analogousfashion to
acquireddeficits to supportclaims for the structureof the adult
system.Second,thesedisordersareanalyzedwithin the sameadult
cognitive neuropsychologicalframework, in terms of selective
deficits to an otherwise normal system and with the use of the
double dissociation methodology.Third, genetic developmental
disordersare being used to make claims about innate, high-level
structure in the normal language system. Our next task is to
summarizethe extant data on inflectional morphology in WS.

WS and PastTense
WS, a rare neurodevelopmental
disorder,hasbeenof theoretical
interestbecauseit exhibits an unevencognitive-linguistic profile
while beingcausedby the deletionof only a small numberof genes
(see Donnai & Karmiloff-Smith, 2000, for review). Overall IQ
scores,which typically fall between50 and70, maskdifferencesin
specific cognitive abilities: Individuals frequently show fairly
goodverbal abilities with deficientvisuospatialabilities. Although
peoplewith WS often perform within the normal rangeon certain
standardizedtestsfor facerecognition(Bellugi, Wang,& Jernigan,
1994; Udwin & Yule, 1991) and show relatively good performance

on theory-of-mindtasks(Karmiloff-Smith, Klima, Bellugi. Grant.
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& Baron-Cohen,1995),they exhibit difficulties in numericalcognition (Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1995) and in problem solving and
planning (Bellugi, Marks, Bihrle, & Sabo, 1988).
Investigationsof inflectional morphologyin WS have focused
on severaltasks,including past-tenseelicitation, plural formation,
noun compounding,and comparativeformation. However, many
such studieshave been compromisedby the use of very small
participant numbersagainst a backgroundof marked individual
variability within the syndrome. Clahsen and Almazan (1998,
2001)reporteda selectivedeficit in irregular past-tenseformation
comparedwith mental age (MA)-matched controls in a study
involving 4 participantswith WS. An equivalentdeficit wasfound
in a plural formation task, but in a secondpluralization task, no
significant irregular deficit was reported.!
WhenThomaset al. (2001)examinedpast-tenseproductionin a
much larger sample of 18 individuals with WS, no selective
irregularverb deficit wasfound after differencesin verbalMA had
beencontrolledfor. Although a disparity in irregular verb performancewas apparentcomparedwith chronological age matches,
this appearedto be the consequenceof a combinationof delayed
languagedevelopmentand the normal lag betweenregular and
irregular past-tenseacquisition.The study did reveal a deficit in
generalizationof past-tenseregularitiesto novel forms in the WS
group,as well as an increasedsemanticeffect (of verb imageability) on irregularpast-tenseperformancein theWS groupcompared
with controls.
Zukowski (2001) examined pluralization in a sample of 12
individualswith WS and againfailed to fmd a significantselective
deficit for irregularpluralizationbut also failed to find a reduction
in generalization.Zukowski noted that unlike regular plural formation, irregular formation in the WS group improved when
individuals were prompted for a further response.Initially unmarkedforms (mouse-mouse)were correctly inflected with further prompting (mouse-mice),as if participantswith WS knew
that an irregular plural existed, thus suppressingregularization
(mouse-mouses)
but had difficulty in retrievingthe irregularform.
This patternwas not found in the control group.
Clahsenand Almazan (2001) presentedevidencethat their 4
participantswith WS werenot sensitiveto constraintsthat prevent
regular plurals appearingin noun-noun compounds(*rats-eater)
but allow irregular plurals to appear(mice-eater). They argued
that this was theoretically consistentwith a selective deficit to
irregular inflection. However,once more, Zukowski (2001) failed
to replicatethis effect with a larger sample.
What then should we take to be the pattern of WS past-tense
performance?The most salient featureis developmentaldelay in
inflecting both regular and irregular forms. The largest study
(Thomaset al., 2001) suggestedthis delay was equal acrossverb
types and accompaniedby reducedgeneralization.A reductionin
generalizationhas been reported in other morpho-phonological
languagetaskswith individuals who haveWS (e.g.,genderagreement in French:Karmi1off-Smithet al., 1997;in Hebrew,coining
of correct agent nouns from verb roots, gender agreementon
animatenouns, and the well-formednessof derived verb forms:
Levy & Hermon,in press).Although Zukowski (2001)did not find
this reductionin Englishpluralization,the Englishplural paradigm
is markedby a quantitativelydifferent distribution, with a much
greaterproportion of regular to irregular forms than in past tense
(seePlunkett& Juola, 1999).In terms of a greater(specific)delav
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for irregular inflection, the larger studieshave failed to find this
pattern.Nevertheless,such a difference has been reportedin two
other small studies,in comparativeformation (Clahsen& Temple,
2003) and in Germanplural formation (Krause& Penke,2000).
Becausethe Thomas et aI. (2001) study involved the largest
participant numbersand the largest stimulus sets, we take this
patternof data to be the targetof our modeling of WS past-tense
formation.Thesedataare advantageous
for this kind of simulation
becausethey compareempirically the relative developmentaltrajectoriesof a WS group anda typical control group on a past-tense
elicitation task. Such trajectoriescan be matched against those
derived from a developmentalcomputationalmodel. Conversely,
given the reports of irregular deficits from some smaller WS
studies,we also examinequalitatively what manipulationsto the
start stateof the model could lead to this alternatepattern.
We now consider what initial anomaliesin lower level constraintsmay underliethe differential patternof past-tenseacquisition seenin WS. Theseconstraintsdeterminethe manipulations
that are appliedto the startingstate of a computationalmodel of
normal development,as describedin the Implementing the Hypothesesfor Differential Constraintsin WS LanguageAcquisition
section,below.

Atypical Constraintsin WS LanguageDevelopment
Languagein WS wasinitially portrayedasdevelopingnonnaIIy,
despitelow generalcognitive ability. This led to someexcitement
that the disordermight representan existenceproof of the developmentalindependenceof languageand cognition (e.g., Pinker,
1991).However, subsequentresearchhas suggestedthat in most
areas of language,WS perfonnanceis more in line with MA
controls than chronologicalage controls, arguing againstsuch a
developmentalindependence.It is certainly the case that when
comparedwith languagedevelopmentin other geneticsyndromes
like Down's syndromewith equivalentgeneralcognitive abilities,
WS languageappearsmuch more advanced.However, detailed
researchhasneverthelessrevealedatypicalitiesin WS languageat
all levels of perfonnance.
For example,examinationof precursorsto languagedevelopment in toddlerswith WS revealedreducedlevels of pointing and
impainnentsin triadic interactions,both important basesfor the
developmentof referentiallanguageuse(Laing et al., 2002).When
languageappears,it is usually delayed(e.g.,in a studyby SingerHarris, Bellugi, Bates,Jones,& Rossen,1997,the meandelaywas
2 years).The vocabularyspurt,when it occurs,doesnot appearto
be associatedwith markersof maturingsemanticknowledgein the
same way that it is in typically developing children (Mervis &
Bertrand,1997).There is somesuggestionthat lexical constraints
used in vocabulary acquisition are also atypical (Stevens &
Karmiloff-Smith, 1997)as well as someevidencethat the nonnal
production-comprehensionasymmetrymay be reduced in WS
(Paterson,2000). Somedata even suggestthat children with WS
producemore words than they comprehend,as if they weremem1 Bromberg et al. (1994) reported a similar preliminary finding of a
pluralization on a sample of 6 individuals with WS in an unpublished
conference presentation, but without analyses to demonstrate that differences were silmificant.
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orizing and using phonologicalforms without a fmn grip of their
semanticunderpinnings(Singer Harris et al., 1997).
Studieshave also pointed to difficulties in the acquisition of
morphosyntaxin WS, particularly in languageswith complex
morphology.For example,difficulties in genderassignmentin WS
have beenreportedin a number of languages(Spanish:Caceres,
Heinze, & Mendez, 1999; French: Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1997;
Italian: Volterra, Capirci, Pezzini, Sabbadini,& Vicari, 1996).
Someerrors found in the acquisition of morphologywere qualitatively different from those found in normal development(Capirci, Sabbadini,& Volterra, 1996).Studiesof syntaxhave indicated a greater delay for grammar acquisition than vocabulary
acquisition, and although a similar overall pattern of ease and
difficulty is seenin the production of different constructsin WS
and MA controls, the difficulty is often exaggeratedfor the WS
group (e.g., for relative clauses;seeGrant, Valian, & KarmiloffSmith, 2002; Zukowski, 2001).
Much work has been directed towards investigating lexical
semanticsin WS, promptedby the sometimesunusualvocabulary
that individuals incorporateinto their expressivelanguage.The
picture here appearsto be that atypical vocabularyuse is either
pragmaticor reflectspoorerunderlyingknowledge.Lexical access
operatesmore slowly in WS but exhibits normal processingdynamics (Thomas,Dockrell, et al., 2002). The final semanticand
conceptualrepresentations
formed in individuals with WS appear
to be shallower,with less abstractinformation and more perceptually baseddetail, suggestedby studies examining conceptual
knowledgein WS (S. Johnson& Carey, 1998) and the development of semanticcategoriesand metaphoricalrelations(Thomas,
van Duuren,Ansari, Parmigiani,& Karmiloff-Smith, 2dO2).Last,
individuals with WS also show pragmatic deficits, with speech
content often odd or out of place in a particular social context
(Volterra, Capirci, & Caselli, 2001), high levels of cliches and
stereotypedphrases(Howlin, Davies, & Udwin, 1998a),and evidenceof difficulties in comprehendingnonliterallanguage(Howlin, Davies,& Udwin, 1998b).
From a detailedreview of the literature,we identified two types
of hypothesisconcerningthe underlying causesof atypical languagedevelopmentin WS. The first is a conservativehypothesis,
in which it is arguedthat the languagewe seein WS is merelythe
product of delayeddevelopmentcombined with low IQ. In this
view, aspectsof languageperformancethat are specificto WS are
indirect effectsof other characteristicsof the disorder.The second
explanationis perhapsbetterviewed as a clusterof relatedhypotheses,broadly falling underwhat we call the semantics-phonology
imbalancetheory.
The conservativehypothesiscan be describedas follows: Deficits in syntaxandpragmaticsin WS are what onemight expectat
a given level of mental retardation.Languagedevelopmentfrom
the earliestage reflects the interestsof a child with WS, specifically a strongdesirefor social interaction(e.g.,Joneset al., 2000).
Languageis initially usedmore to mediatetheseinteractionsthan
as a referentialtool. Subsequentvocabularydevelopmentreflects
the specialinterestsof the child who has somedegreeof mental
retardation,with unusual word usage strategicallyused to gain
attentionand mediatesocial interaction.Deficits that do exist in
vocabularyreflect othernonlinguisticaspectsof WS. For example,
children's visuospatialprocessingdeficit leadsto problemsacquiring spatial vocabulary (Jarrold, Phillips, Baddeley, Grant, &

Kaimiloff-Smith, 2001). The challengefor the conservativehypothesis,however,is to explain why individuals with WS should
show errors in, for example,morphosyntaxthat are not found in
typically developingchildren and why they should show predominantly successfullanguage acquisition when individuals with
other genetic syndromesinvolving mental retardationdo not.
The alternativehypothesis,the semantics-phonologyimbalance
theory,arguesthat languagedevelopmentin WS takesplaceunder
altered constraints.Several atypical constraintshave been proposed.These include the idea that individuals with WS have a
particularstrengthin or sensitivity of auditory short-termmemory
or a particularweaknessin lexical semantics.Theremight be a lag
betweenthe developmentof phonology and semantics,or a problem integratingthe two sourcesof information. The outcomeis a
systemthat relies (or has relied at certain points in its developmental history) more on phonologicalinformation than semantic
information, with certain consequentbehavioral impairments.A
complication of the imbalancetheory is that most of its componentsare logically independentand not mutually exclusive.Here
we considerfive subhypotheses
separately.
1. Reliance on phonology. This hypothesissuggeststhat WS
languageis markedby a particular strengthin auditory or phonological short-termmemory, to the extent that Vicari, Carlesimo,
Brizzolara, and Pezzini (1996) have labeled languagein WS as
"hyper-phonological."Evidence for this position includes relatively goodperformancein phonologicalshort-termmemorytasks,
sometimeswithin the normal range(Majerus,Palmisano,van der
Linden, Barisnikov, & Poncelet,2001). Phonologicalshort-term
memoryhasbeenreportedas advantagedrelative to other aspects
of the WS languagesystem(Mervis, Morris, Bertrand,& Robinson, 1999).Phonologicalshort-termmemory is a relative strength
found in children as young as 2.5 years,the youngestage tested
(Mervis & Bertrand, 1997).In older children and adults, phonological fluency is claimed to be relatively advantagedcompared
with semantic fluency (Temple, Almazan, & Sherwood,2002;
Volterra et al., 1996). In tasks involving the memorization of
words, studies have suggesteda reducedinfluence of semantic
information in recall (Vicari, Brizzolara, Carlesimo, Pezzini, &
Volterra, 1996;Vicari, Carlesimo,et al., 1996),as if participants'
recall performancewas basedpreferentially on phonologicalencoding. Indeed,overall, Bishop (1999) has arguedthat WS demonstratesthe importanceof short-termmemory for speechsounds
in determiningthe successof languagedevelopment.
2. Sensitivity of phonology.Auditory or phonologicalprocessing may be a relativestrengthin WS, but therearealso suggestions
that the representationsunderlying this ability are atypical. Majerus et al. (2001) arguedthat good performanceon theseshortterm memory tasksmight rely on lower level acousticratherthan
phonologicalshort-termstorage.Using an event-relatedpotential
paradigm, Neville and colleagues(Neville, Holcomb, & Mills,
1989;Neville, Mills, & Bellugi, 1994)found that individuals with
WS had activation responsesto auditory stimuli that were less
refractory and more excitable than those found in controls, a
differencethat did not extendto the visual modality. Neville et al.
(1994) proposedthat "the hypersensitivityof the auditory system
in Williams subjectsmay in part underlie the sparingof and the
precociousandhyperfluentnatureof [their] language,andthe fact
that this developmentoccurs following abnormal delays in the
acquisition of auditory language"(p. 82). When Laing, Hulme,
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Grant, and Kanniloff-Smith (2001) investigated phonological
awarenessin WS, they found significantly lower levels of rhyme
detectionand phonemedeletionwhen comparedwith reading-age
matched controls, consistent with differences in phonological
representations.
If phonologicalrepresentationssuffer a lack of robustness,this
might predict difficulties in generalizingphonologicalregularities
to novel exemplars. Evidence from past-tense and genderassignmentstudiesdiscussedpreviously supportsthis prediction.
In addition, Grant, Kanniloff-Smith, Berthoud, and Christophe
(1996) found that, compared with language- and age-matched
controls,individuals with WS exhibited an exaggerateddifficulty
in repeatingnonwordswith the phonotacticsof a foreign language,
asif their phonologicalrepresentations
wereoverly focusedon the
phonotacticsof their native tongue.Finally, in their readingstudy,
Laing et al. (2001) found a reducedability in the WS group to
generalizetheir reading abilities to pronouncingnonwords,also
consistentwith insufficiently robustphonologicalrepresentations.
3. Lexical-semantic impairment. In contrast to the idea that
thereis a particularstrengthin phonologyin WS, an alternateview
is that there is a particular weaknessin semantic processing.
Volterra and colleagues(Vicari, Brizzolara,et al., 1996; Volterra
et al., 1996, 2001) have noted that grammaticalproblemsin WS
are especiallyevident with thoseaspectsof morphologycarrying
out a semanticfunction and that individuals with WS perform
betterthan MA-matchedcontrols only in thoseareasof language
in which semantic aspectsare not involved. Indeed, we saw
previouslythat early vocabularydevelopmentappearsto be characterizedby reducedconstraintsfrom semantics.Severillresearchers have suggestedparticular anomalies in the WS lexicalsemanticsystem.Rossen,Klima, Bellugi, Bihrle, andJones(1996)
proposedthat anomalousactivation dynamics, specifically impaired inhibitory dynamics mediating context effects within the
lexicon, lead to imprecise knowledge of conceptsin WS and
atypical vocabularyusage.Theseauthorspointedto corroborating
evidence from event-relatedpotential measurements,in which
individualswith WS exhibitedan exaggeratedsignatureof semantic processing(Neville et al., 1994).Neville andcolleaguesviewed
thesedata as consistentwith enhancedconnectionsbetweenrelated lexical items in the auditory modality. Temple et al. (2002)
concludedfrom dataon a receptivevocabularyand a namingtask
that semanticrepresentations
in WS arelesswell specifiedandthat
accessto the lexicon is fast but inaccurate(althoughseeThomas,
Dockrell, et al., 2002). Templeet al. speculatedthat this anomaly
may lead to consequentproblemsin morphosyntax,with retrieval
failures of irregular forms allowing overextensionof regular patterns.Zukowski (2001) suggestedthat her own data were consistent with the idea that children with WS were awarethat irregular
verbs had exceptionalpast-tenseforms (and so did not produce
regularizedforms) but were initially unableto producethe correct
irregular form. In her sample,in severalcases,further prompting
then elicited the correct form.
4. Semanticslags behind phonology. It is possible that a
semantics-phonologyimbalancecould result from a relative lag
acrossdevelopmentaltime, wherebyphonology is in advanceof
semantics.The only existing study that addressesthis possibility
did not provide supporting evidence. Nazzi, Paterson, and
Kanniloff-Smith (2003) found a delay in aspectsof speechsegmentationabilities of infants with WS that was only in line with
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their MA, arguing against any precocious speech processing
abilities.
5. Impairmentin integratingsemanticsand phonology.Another
versionof the precedinghypothesisis that the delay doesnot exist
in the developmentof thecomponentabilities but in the integration
of semanticand phonological information. Several authorshave
suggestedthat such integration deficits exist in WS. KarmiloffSmith et al. (1998) found that when individuals with WS monitored a sentencefor a target word, performancewas disruptedby
syntactic violations except when those violations involved lexically basedinformation. This led the authorsto proposethat in
WS, there is a deficit in integrating semanticinformation with
phonologicalinformation in real-time processing.IndeedFrawley
(2002; see Thomas,2002) has argued that WS should be seen
primarily as a disorder involving integration deficits between
processingmodules. Bohning, Campbell, and Karmiloff-Smith
(2002) specifically investigatedthe integration deficit hypothesis
using the McGurk effect, in which audio and visual information
arecombinedto determinethe recognitionof speechsounds.Their
results suggestedintegration was taking place, although more
weakly than the controls, and that the WS group relied more
heavily on audio than visual information.
In summary,thesefive subhypothesesargue that languagein
WS is anomalous(and special)becauseof a differential balancein
the constraintsthat shapethe languagedevelopmentprocess.However, as thesepossibilitiesdemonstrate,a precisecharacterization
of suchconstraintsis still a matterof debate.Note that it is at least
possiblethat severalof the abovehypothesescould conjointly turn
out to be true. For example,WS might constitutea casein which
there are differencesin phonology and in semantics,in a system
exhibiting general delay and overlying effects of mental
retardation.
Our next goal is to introducea connectionistmodel that captures
the developmentof past-tenseformation in the normal population
and then demonstratehow we may implement each of the above
hypothesesby changingthe initial constraintsof this connectionist
system.We will then explore the ability of each manipulationto
generatethe behavioralpatternspreviously identified in the WS
data.

ConnectionistModels of Past-TenseFormation
Connectionisttheoriesof past-tenseformation have converged
on construingthis domain in terms of an associativesystemthat
learns the relationship between the phonological form of verb
stems and their respectivepast-tenseforms, in the presenceof
lexical (or perhapssemantic)information. Pasttensefits within a
wider morphological framework of an inflectional system that
learnsall suchmeaning-based
modulationsof word form, including those for verbs, nouns, and adjectives. However, this full
frameworkhasyet to be implemented(seePlunkett& Juola, 1999,
for a model combining verb and noun inflection). In the full
system,lexical-semanticinformation would be complementedby
a specificationof grammaticalclassand requiredinflection type at
input, to uniquely specify eachinflected form.
The main strength of the connectionistapproachis that the
flexibility of the learning systemsin which it is rooted makesit
applicable to all languages.The connectionistapproachhas the
potentialto show how the apparentdistinction betweenregularity
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and irregularity (a distinction without solid cross-linguistic generality) can emerge as a product of learning from patterns of frequency of usage and phonological similarity within a given language (Bates, 1991; MacWhinney & Bates, 1cJ89).Moreover, the
models are fully implemented and well-specified computational
simulations, making them highly testable and capable of making
predictions even at the item level (Hahn & Nakisa, 2000). Current
models of past tense still exhibit a number of weaknesses, however. Models have tended to take a piecemeal approach to explaining individual phenomena; novel generalization does not always
match human levels; scaled-up models do not reach ceiling performance on acquiring irregular verbs; and simulations have yet to
be extended to multisyllabic verb processing.
As we indicated earlier, the connectionist theory is in strong
competition with an alternative account of past-tense formation.
Pinker's dual mechanism (DM) model (see Pinker, 1991, 1994,
1999; Pinker & Prince, 1988) proposes that regular past-tense
forms and irregular past-tense forms are processed by qualitatively
different, domain-specific computational mechanisms. In contrast
to the purely associative learning mechanisms of the connectionist
approach, the DM theory postulates a symbolic, rule-based system
dedicated to regular inflections for existing and novel forms and a
separate associative memory to store the past-tense forms for
individual verbs, including irregular forms. The symbolic rule
system operates as a default when a memorized past-tense form is
not retrieved from memory. According to the "rule-epiphany theory" (Pinker, 1999, p. 194), during development the rule system is
not engaged until the presence of an inflectional rule is identified
in the input (presumably by some separate system). The developmental phase of overregularization is then taken to indicate temporary difficulties in coordinating the symbolic and associative
mechanisms.
The DM model offers the benefit of explaining the high level of
productivity that people show in extending inflectional regularities
to novel forms as well as the linguistic parsimony of its account
across different forms of inflection (Marcus et al., 1995; although
see Hahn & Nakisa, 2000). The DM theory remains computationally unirnplemented in specific subdomains such as past tense
because its emphasis has been on a wider scale project to characterize all of language processing-simulation
of the entire language system is currently unfeasible. The disadvantage of the lack
of implementation in any given domain is that it leaves the DM
model underspecified, compromising its testability and predictive
power. For example, it has yet to be demonstrated that an implemented DM past-tense model could really work in the way it has
been described, that its account of acquisition is a viable one, or
that the assumptions that make it (descriptively) adequate in accounting for English past-tense performance would not make it
insufficiently flexible to account for patterns of inflections in other
languages.
The lack of clear specification of a DM model of past-tense
formation is particularly problematic when it is applied to developmental disorders. DM explanations of developmental deficits in
regular or irregular inflection are usually traced to initial disruption
to either the symbolic. rule mechanism or the associative memory
mechanism. However, such an account leaves open the extent to
which, following initial damage to one mechanism, the initially
unaffected mechanism would have the ability to compensate
across the developmental process. It is a question that simply

The Nonnal

(Baseline)

Past-Tense Model

For our baseline model, we used a version of Plunkett and
Marchman's (1991, 1993, 1996) simulation, modified by the addition of lexical-semantic representations in the input layer. In
contrast to subsequent, larger models trained on realistic coIpuses,
Plunkett and Marchman's model used an artificial language representative of the past tense domain. Their model has been criticized on a number of grounds. It is therefore important to understand why we used this model. There are two reasons.
The first reason is that, despite the emergence of subsequent
models, Plunkett and Marchman's (1991, 1993, 1996) model remains the one most carefully applied to and rigorously tested
against real developmental data. Its strengths and weaknesses are
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thereforewell known and its behavior thoroughlyunderstood.As
a baseline developmentalmodel, it offers a solid (although not
perfect) foundation. More important, we do not believe that its
simplifications invalidate the conclusions we can draw on the
relative effects of atypical developmentalconstraints.
Plunkett and Marchman's(1991, 1993, 1996) model used a
multilayer perceptronto learn to map verb stems to past-tense
forms analogousto the mappingsfound in the English past-tense
system.The authors systematicallyexplored competition effects
betweendifferent inflectional paradigmsand the effects of type
and token frequencyon regular and irregular forms. They demonstratedthat in their network, U-shapedlearning was, like in real
languageacquisition,a microphenomenon,occurringnot globally
but for different irregular verbs at different times and that overregularizationcan occur without the externally imposeddiscontinuities in the training set used by Rumelhart and McClelland
(1986). A gradual and incremental increasein the size of the
training set, equivalentto vocabularygrowth in the child, caused
the network to undergo a reorganizationthat resultedin a shift
from a mode of rote learning to a systematictreatmentof verbs.
The reorganizationwas responsiblefor the onsetof overregularization in the network, as well as generalizationof the regular
form, and was driven by a critical mass of regular verbs in the
vocabularyset(seeMarchman& Bates,1994,for similar evidence
for children's regularization).Overall, the authorsarguedthat the
model produceda developmentaltrajectory and patternof errors
comparablewith children acquiring the English past tense.
In a detailed analysis,Marcus (1995) criticized the model on
severalgrounds.Perhapsthe most seriouscriticisms were that the
model did not show overregularizationerrorsunlesshalf the input
vocabularywas regular, conflicting with empirical data of overregularizationerrorsin a child at a point whenregularsformed less
than 36% of the tokensof the parentalinput to the child (Marcus
et al., 1992),and that the onsetof overregularizationwas still the
result of an externally applied discontinuity in the incremental
training regime. Plunkett and Marchman (1996) respondedthat
with regardto the onsetof overregularization,the relevantproportion of regular verbs is not a function of parentalinput but of the
vocabulary that the child knows-for the child in question,the
latter proportion of regular verbs types was substantiallyhigher
than that for irregulars,supportinga regular critical massexplanation for overregularization errors. Moreover, Plunkett and
Marchmandemonstratedthat in their model, discontinuitiesin the
training regimewereneithera necessarynor a sufficient condition
for overregularizationerrors;sucherrorsbore a nonlinearrelationship to the mass of regular verbs in the training set. Overall,
Plunkett and Marchman concluded that the assumptionsof the
model were reasonableand valid and that the model offered
important insights into the factors determining language
acquisition.
The secondreasonwhy we usedthis model was that its limited
training setof 500 triphonemicstringsprovided a tractableframeYlork within which to examineissuesrelevantto the role of initial
network constraintsin simulating impairmentsin developmental
disorders. Modeling involves making sufficient simplifications
that the model can practically addressits theoreticalaims, while
attemptingto avoid compromisingthe validity of its assumptions.
Plunkett and Juola (1999) have demonstratedthat Plunkett and
Marchman's (1991, 1993, 1996)model scalesup to a more real-
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istic corpus,andthusthat its assumptionsarereasonable.Although
we acceptthe limitations of Plunkett and Marchman'smodel, we
arguethat it nevertheless
permitsa valid considerationof the effect
of network constraintson the trajectory of development,on the
relative difficulty of acquiring regular and irregular inflectional
mappings,and on the generalizationabilities of the network.
The issue of tractability is a real one here, becauseour framework will ultimately require considerationof the model's developmental performancethrough variations in 10 dimensions,including variationsin the learningrate, the phonologicalcode,the
semantic code, the integration of the two codes, and in other
parameterssuch as network architecture,hidden unit levels, type
of learning algorithm, and level of internal noise.We believethat
the advantageof our approachlies in its systematicandinnovative
comparison of competing hypothesesconcerning the cause of
developmentaldeficits. To a degree,this advantageis gainedat the
expenseof simplifications to the baselinemodel.
Oneexampleof the issueof tractability ariseswhen we cometo
add lexical-semanticinformation to the input of the model. The
comparisonof phonologicaland lexical-semantic influencesis a
key focus of our investigation,and a numberof past-tensemodels
haveincorporatedboth sourcesof information in acquiringinflectional morphology (e.g., Cottrell & Plunkett, 1994; Hoeffner,
1992; Joanisse& Seidenberg,1999; MacWhinney & Leinbach,
1991; Plunkett & Juola, 1999).However, there is no theoretical
consensuson how word-specificinformation shouldbe construed
asconstraininginflection. Therefore,thereis no consensuson how
lexical-semanticinformation shouldbe representedin thesemodels. Someresearchershavemerelyprovided lexical informationto
the network, in which a separateinput unit indexesthe identity of
eachword in addition to its phonologicalform (e.g., Joanisse&
Seidenberg,1999).Othershaveuseddistributedrepresentations
in
which meaningsare representedby randombinary patterns(e.g.,
Hoeffner, 1992;Plunkett & Juola, 1999)or constructedaccording
to a predefinedsemanticfeature set (e.g., MacWhinney & Leinbach, 1991).Yet othershave proposedstructuredsemanticrepresentations,with exemplarsprobabilistically clusteredaroundprototypes, again in a distributed format (e.g., Cottrell & Plunkett,
1994;seealso Plaut, 1995b;Plunkett,Sinha,M~ller, & Strandsby,
1992).However, no systematiccomparisonexists that chartsthe
effectsof eachform of representationon the acquisitionof inflectional morphology,despitethe theoreticalissuesinvolved.2
Becauseour investigationsinvolved formulating preciseimplementationsof disruptionsto lexical-semantics,we had to commit
to a particular form of representation,but the effect of a given
disruptioncould crucially dependon the chosenform. The appropriateresponsewas to run our simulationsin triplicate, usingthree
different representationalformats for lexical-semantics(localist,
arbitrarydistributed,prototypedistributed)and comparethe effect
of disruptionsin eachcase.Unfortunately,even this extensionof
the modelcould not take into accountthat the structureof lexicalsemanticswas likely to developacrossthe age band from which
2

For example.similar meaningsare sometimesassociatedwith different

past-tense forms: slap-slapped. strike-struck, and hit-hit. Different meanings are sometimes associated with related irregular past-tense forms:
stand-stood and understand-understood. See Pinker (1999) and Rarnscar
(2002) for discussion.
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our empirical data were drawn. Such a consideration,was, however, beyondthe scopeof our model.
One of the simplifications we made to accommodatethese
additionalsimulationswas to train the model'on the entire corpus
rather than on an incrementally increasing vocabulary set. Although an incrementaltraining set has a higher validity, network
performancecanbe sensitiveto the compositionof theinitial small
vocabularyset.In consequence,
extrareplicationsof the modelare
required to factor out this source of variability, adding to the
simulationtime. PlunkettandJuola(1999)havedemonstratedthat
comparedwith incrementaltraining, whole-corpustraining (used
by mostpast-tensemodels)doesnot affect the final generalization
ability of the network and still affords a valid considerationof the
relative difficulty of acquiring regular and irregular inflectional
forms. In consequence,
the model did not simulatean early period
of error-freeperformanceon a small set of regular and irregular

verbs.In any case,the datawe seekto model is well beyondthis
period (from 10 years on in the WS sample,5.5 years on in the
typically developingsample),andno empiricalevidenceexiststhat
would allow us to link errorsin inflectional morphologyin WS to
early vocabularyand, so, constrainthe model in an incremental
training regime appropriatefor WS.
The Target Empirical Data for WS
Figure 1 showsthe empirical resultsfrom Thomaset al. (2001)
for regular and irregular verbs,and generalizationto nonceitems.
Figure 1a comparesthe performanceof individuals with WS
against a sample of typically developing individuals on a pasttenseelicitation task,plotted againstincreasingchronologicalage
(CA). The task involved regular verbs (look-looked), irregular
verbs forming their past tenseby a central vowel change(swim-
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Figure 1. A: Past-tenseelicitation performancefor individuals with Williams syndrome(WS) and typically
developing control participants plotted against increasing chronological age (CA) from Thomas et aI. (2001).
Data show performance on regular and irregular verbs and three types of novel items: Overgen = overgenera1ization; Nonrhyme +ed = regular generalization of novel items not rhyming with existing irregulars (e.g.,
brop-bropped); Rhyme +ed = regular generalization of novel items rhyming with existing irregulars (crivecrived; cf. drive); and Rhyme-Irreg = irregularization of novel rhymes (crive-crove). B: The same data plotted
against increasing verbal mental age (VMA). Participant numbers varied across age bins (see Thomas et aI.,
2001, for further details). The Nonrhyme +ed and Rhyme +ed columns in A and B are adapted from "Past Tense
Formation in Williams Syndrome," by M. S. C. Thomas et aI., 2001, Language and Cognitive Processes, 16, pp.
162-163. Copyright 2001 by Psychology Press, Hove. Adapted with permission.
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swam) or a central vowel change and final consonantchange
(think-thought), nonsenseverbs not rhyming with any existing
irregular verbs (brop), and nonsenseverbs that rhyme with an
existing irregular (crive; cf. drive-drove). Figure lb shows the
performanceof the two groups againstincreasingverbal mental
age (VMA), assessedusing a standardizedvocabulary test. For
CA, regressionanalysesrevealedoverall poorer performancein
the WS group and a greaterdeficit for irregular verbsthan regular
verbs.When vocabulary-basedVMA was controlled for, a slight
overall disadvantageremainedfor the WS group,but therewas no
differential deficit for regularsand irregulars.However,therewas
a significant interactionwhereby generalizationshoweda greater
deficit betweencontrol and WS groups than did performanceon
existing verbs. Both groups generalizedthe add -ed regularity
more strongly to nonrhyming nonsenseterms than irregularrhyming nonsenseverbs. Figure I shows illustrative data with
participantssplit into agebins. Our simulationsfocus on attempting to capturethe differential developmentaltrajectories(across
items and acrossgroups)extractedfrom thesedata using regression analyses.
In summary,our main focus is to examinewhich initial manipulationsproducethe following pattern:(a) equaldelay for regular
and irregular inflection and (b) a reduction in generalizationto
nonceterms. However, given the alternateclaims made for WS,
we also examine which manipulationsproduce an exaggerated
delay for irregular past-tenseformation. The hypo.ilieses.thatwe
derivedfrom the WS empirical literaturewere implementedin the
following ways, summarizedin Figure 2.

Implementingthe Hypothesesfor Differential Constraints
in WS LanguageAcquisition
Hypothesis1: WS past-tenseperfonnanceis explainedby a
generaldelay in languagedevelopmentin individuals with
mentalretardation.
Under this hypothesis, poorer performance in forming the past
tense of existing verbs is explained by general language delay.
Reduced generalization is explained as a consequence of slower
development or by an untested proposal that individuals with low
IQ have a particular difficulty dealing with nonsense terms in
inflectional elicitation paradigms. Newfield and Schlanger (1968)
reported such a difficulty with a mixed group of individuals with
unspecified mental retardation, but close inspection of these data
suggests generalization in line with poorer performance on existing verbs. There are two disadvantages with the delay/difficultywith-nonce-terms approach. First, an appeal to general language
de~ay in WS is unsatisfactory because the delay is not uniform
across all aspects of WS language (e.g., grammar is more delayed
than vocabulary). Second, the proposal that nonce terms are inappropriate stimuli for this group would deny us the ability to
evaluate the productivity of morphosyntax in developmental disorders with mental retardation. However, in the case of WS at
least, individuals have not demonstrated problems dealing with
nonce terms per se. Karmiloff-Smith et al. (1997) reported that
individuals with WS repeated nonce terms more accurately than
MA controls (Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1997), and with respect to
morphology, Levy and Hermon (in press) found that individuals
with WS demonstrated no problems in understanding the task of
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inflecting nonce ternlS in a study in which generalizationwas
neverthelessreduced.The hypothesisof generaldelay was implemented by reducing the overall learning rate in the past-tense
model.
Hypothesis2: WS past-tensefonnation is basedpurely on the
extractionof phonologicalregularitiesand doesnot useconstraintsfrom lexical-semantics.
Given evidence that individuals with WS may be hyperphonological, this hypothesis proposesthat deficits occur becauseof a failure to
use lexical-semantic information about specific verbs in learning
phonologically basedregularities. On the face of it, this hypothesis is
contradicted by evidence, because Thomas et al. (2001) reported a
stronger semantic effect in irregular past-tenseformation in WS than
typically developing controls. Nevertheless, in our simulation, we
sought to examine the effect of focusing on phonology alone by
excluding lexical-semantic information from the training set.

Hypothesis3: WS past-tensefonnation combinesphonological andlexical-semanticinfonnation but is impairedbecause
of atypical phonologicalrepresentations.
This hypothesisproposesthat greaterauditory sensitivityin WS
leads to phonologicalrepresentationsthat include too many features of the native language,becauseof a focus on exemplar
learning.Suchrepresentations
might causea delayin acquiringthe
past tenseand form an insufficient basisfor robustgeneralization.
The availableempiricalevidencedoesnot constrainthis hypothesis very strongly. There are suggestionsthat WS performance
may rely on phonologicalrepresentationsthat are less abstracted
from acoustic detail, that the auditory system in WS has high
temporalsensitivity,andthat in tasksinvolving nonwordrepetition
and morphosyntax,generalizationis reduced.Severalconnectionist modelshave establishedthat reducedsimilarity in the phonological representationscan lead to decreasedgeneralization,for
examplein the simulationsof Rumelhartand McClelland (1986)
and Seidenbergand McClelland (1989). However, thesemodels
usedpsychologicallyimplausiblecodingschemes.To evaluatethis
hypothesis,we exploredthe implicationsof reducingthe representational similarity betweendifferent phonemeswhile retaining a
psychologicallyplausiblecoding scheme.We thereforeretaineda
distributed code that was based on articulatory features,either
reducingor increasingthe numberof availablefeaturesto provide
a continuum of similarity on which phonologicalrepresentations
could vary. In effect, this manipulationstretchedor compressed
phonological similarity space.We assumedthat in WS, such an
anomalywould be the outcomeof disruptionsto an earlier developmental processthat derives (native) speech-based
representations based on lower level auditory information. Reducedsimilarity representational codes used longer vectors to
discriminatethe full phonemeset.Therefore,as a control, we also
examinedthe effect of increasingphonologicalredundancy,that is,
of using longer vectorsthat retainedthe samesimilarity.
Hypothesis4: WS past-tenseformation combinesphonological andlexical-semanticinformationbut is impairedbecause
of less activated or atypically structured lexical-semantic
representations.
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Figure 2. Summary of die model alt:hitecrureand die main manipulations.These included manipulations to lexicalsemantics,phonology, die integration of lexica1-remanticsand phonology, and a range of background parnme~.

Temple et al. (2002) and Clahsen and Almazan (1998) have
arguedthat anomaliesin accessingword-specificinformation may
lie at the root of problemsin WS morphosyntax,and Pinker (e.g.,
1991) has arguedby analogy to acquireddisordersthat lexicalsemanticdeficits could be implicated in WS past-tenseperformance. Thomas et al. (2001) maintained that evidence of an
increasedsemantic(imageability)effect in the irregular responses
of their WS group might be explained by a reduced lexicalsemanticcontribution, a claim that we examinein the following
simulations.It is not yet clear what the nature of the proposed
semanticanomalyin WS might be. It could involve representations

that arelessstronglyactivatedor moreslowly accessed;or it could
involve anomalouslexical-semanticorganization,suchas Temple
et al.'s (2002) suggestionof "looser" representations.
Clahsenand
Almazan (1998, Footnote 18) provisionally arguedagainsta general lexical-semanticsdeficit, in favor of a more circumscribed
deficit in accessinga particular sort of information linked to
irregularly inflected words containedin hierarchically structured
lexical representations.
We consideredthree specific implementationsof the lexicalsemantichypothesis.First, we reducedthe activationlevels of the
lexical-semanticunits by 50%,weakeningtheir contributionto the
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past-tensemappingproblem.This condition might also be viewed
asequivalentto sloweron-line accessfor this information.Second,
we generatedanomalousorganizationof lexical-semanticrepresentationsby freezing noise into the activation patterns(several
noisy versionswere createdand the resultsaveragedacrossthem).
Third, for the version of lexical-semanticsthat useda prototype
organization,we examinedthe implication of increasingthe overlap betweenthe categories,effectively blurring semanticdistinctions. In addition,we evaluatedThomaset al.'s (2001) suggestion
that increasedimageability effects might emerge in past-tense
performancebecauseof a reduced contribution from lexicalsemantics.Following Plaut and Shallice (1993; see also Plaut,
1995a),we assumedthat abstractmeaningsuse fewer diagnostic,
context-independentfeatures than concrete meanings.We then
evaluatedthe effect of featurenumberson past-tenseperformance
when the activation of lexical-semantic units was attenuated.
Finally, given the links that Pinker (1991, 1994) has drawn betweenWS and normal adults with acquiredlexical-semanticdeficits, we contrastedthe effect of start-stateanomalieswith the
samedamageapplied to the end stateor adult model, in a direct
comparisonof the implications of developmentalversusacquired
deficits (seeJoanisse& Seidenberg,1999).
Hypothesis5: WS past-tensefonnation is impairedbecauseof
a failure to properly integrate phonological and lexicalsemanticinformation during development.

in producing a developmental trajectory that matches the empirical data
from the normal population. To what extent are these initial decisions
justifiable? Let us take the Plunkett and Marchman (1991, 1993, 1996)
model as an example.
The original three-layer architecture was used by Plunkett and Marchman (1991, 1993, 1996) because pilot studies revealed that a network
without hidden units could not learn both regulars and irregulars to ceiling.
With regard the representational scheme, Plunkett and Marchman (1991)
did not aim for an accurate rendition of English phonology but merely for
a coding scheme that "reflects a trade-off between accuracy and economy
of representation, given the particular set of phonemes used in these
simulations" (p. 51). However, Plunkett and Marchman did not suggest
why such a trade-off is important. The number of hidden units was
determined to optimize performance both on the training set and on
generalization. The training regime was chosen to reflect the language
available to the child in his or her environment, an issue that Plunkett and
Marchman considered quite carefully by varying the nature of the training
regime across a range of simulations.
In summary, although some of the model's initial assumptions were
justified, several decisions were made to simulate the correct pattern of
empirical data. Primarily, Plunkett and Marchman's model is defined as
nonnal because it captures the pattern of data for normal children (Plunkett, personal communication, August 16, 1999). This also holds for the
vast majority of current models of normal cognitive development. In line
with this position, in our simulations, we chose a baseline parameter set to
provide an adequate fit to the normal data from Thomas et al.'s (2001)
study.

Modeling

Under this view, phonology and lexical-semanticsmay have
typical organization, but problems arise in combining these
sourcesof information. Again, we consideredseveralimplementations of this hypothesis,given its currently vaguespecification.
First, we introduced on-line noise into the information arriving
from the semantic layer, thereby interfering with its ability to
reliably constrainthe phonologicalmappings.Second,we reduced
the learningrate of the weightsconnectinglexical-semanticinput
and the hidden units, again limiting the on-line influence of this
information. Finally, as a more transientmeasure,we delayedthe
developmentalavailability of lexical-semantic information such
that phonologicallybasedrepresentations
were alreadyestablished
prior to the onsetof lexical-semanticconstraints.
In the introduction, we raised several methodologicalissues
entailedby the strategyof accountingfor developmentaldisorders
within the parameterspaceof a computationalmodel. In the next
section,we discussfour of theseissues:how one defmesa normal
model,how individual variability in disordergroupsis addressed,
the best way to fit simulation results to atypical data, and the
flexibility of the chosenmodel.The readerwho wishesto concentrate on the results of the WS simulationsmay wish to skip this
section.

Method
What Definesa Normal Model?
When one constructs a computational model of atypical development,
implicitly one must have accepted the validity of a given model of typical
development. But how do we decide what the normal model is? A model
comprises a range of initial assumptions regarding the network architecture, the nature of the input and output representations. the training regime,
the learning algorithm, and so forth. Each of these decisions may be crucial
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Individual Variability in Disorder Groups

Clinical populations usually show wide individual differences in the
severity of disorder. This is also true of WS (see Thomas et aI., 2001, for
detailed discussion of relevant data). However, atypical models usually aim
to capture group performance. This was our approach in the following
simulations. Nonetheless, when individual variability in the behavioral
measures of a disorder group is explicitly traced to the underlying disorder
itself (rather than to task variability or to normal individual differences),
the model should be able to capture this variability within its parameter
space. It is not always empirically straightforward to make such distinctions, and the theoretical relationship between individual differences and
atypical development has yet to be clarified at a computational level.
Elsewhere, we have begun to explore these issues (Thomas & KarmiloffSmith, 2003), including a consideration of the consequences of this relationship for empirical methodology in studying developmental disorders
(Thomas, 2003). Nevertheless, theories of developmental disorders tend to
assume in the first instance that each disorder has an underlying cognitive
architecture, masked by individual differences and measurement variability. The simulation of group data is motivated by this latter assumption.

Matching the Model to Atypical Data
In the kinds of computational models used to simulate deficits in
disorders such as autism, dyslexia, and SLI, there is little independent basis
to establish that parameter manipulations are of the correct absolute size. In
line with these models, our aim in the following simulations was to take a
baseline condition and examine the relative effects of alterations in initial
network constraints. We ask the following question: Which constraints
push the model's behavior in the direction of the clinical group? However,
following from the previous section, the extent to which a given manipulation can vary the severity of the disorder is of interest. We therefore
report not just the relative effect but also its outer bound, as far as this could
be established. It should be noted, though, that our explorations were
predominantly of main effects of individual parameters. As we show, more
severe cases may represent higher order interactions between parameters,
exaggerating the effect of the each parameter on its own.
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Many disorders show overall developmental delays, which presents a
problem in rllatching simulation data to empirical data. For example, for
the WS data, should we match past-tense performance against increasing
chronological age or verbal mental age (VMA)? Both confound severity of
disorder with level of experience, given that the data are cross-sectional. A
YMA match enables one to compare the disorder group with controls with
an equivalent level of domain-specific achievement, which may thus seem
more appropriate. However, the model does not have a YMA, only its
performance within the past-tense domain. Indeed, matching on VMA is
not theoretically neutral: It places the causal origin of any delay outside the
past-tense system. However, in WS, the level of delay varies across
different aspects of language, with syntax and even morphosyntax lagging
behind vocabulary (Thomas et al., 2001). We decided to match against CA
data but also to check that when level of regular performance was controlled for, irregular verbs fell in line with the baseline condition. This
comparison is equivalent to Thomas et al.'s demonstration of an equal
delay for each verb type. It is a necessary comparison because, as in the
empirical data, the lag between regular and irregular past-tense acquisition
in the normal population can create an apparent selective deficit for
irregular verbs merely under conditions of delay.

How Flexible Is the Model in Capturing Different
Patternsof Data?
Many of the initial connectionist models of developmental disorders
demonstrated that variation in a single parameter of a model of typical
development allowed it to fit data from a target disorder (e.g., reduced
hidden units for surface dyslexia in a model of reading [Plaut et al., 1996];
increased hidden units for autism in a model of categorization [Cohen,
1994, 1998]). Do these respective models tell us that behavioral impairments are necessarily caused by alterations in hidden unit numbers,that is,
in internal representational resources? Assuming that each normal model is
valid, the answer depends on whether the manipulation in question is the
only way that the model could have fitted the atypical data. However, if
many other parameter manipulations also permitted a good fit to the
atypical data, then the model would not particularly constrain our theoretical view of the differences that shape the developmental trajectory. Our
final aim in the present set of simulations, therefore, was to gauge the
background flexibility of the model in fitting the target data. Notice that we
never trained the model on the particular pattern of data we wished to fit
(see Massaro, 1988). Rather, we altered the initial constraints of the model
and examined whether a given atypical pattern of data emerged as a
product of training. To explore the background flexibility of the model, we
varied parameters including the network architecture, the number of hidden
units, the level of noise in activation levels, the plasticity of the learning
algorithm, and the discriminability of the processing units.

Simulation Details
Training and Generalization Sets
For our training set, we used the "phone" vocabulary from Plunkett and
Marchman (1991, p. 70). The set comprised 500 triphonemic verb stems
created by combining consonants and vowels (from a set of 32) into three
possible templates conforming to the phonotactics of English (CVC, CCV,
VCC). Past tenses could be regular (addition of Id!, It/, or lAd! conditioned
by the final phoneme of the stem) or irregular. Irregular past tenses were
of three possible types: arbitrary, no change, or vowel change. The original
set comprised 410 regulars, 2 arbitrary, 20 no-change, and 68 vowelchange, to which we added 8 additional arbitrary past tenses to allow finer
graduations of performance (2 verbs only allowing levels of 0%, 50%, or
100%). Following Plunkett and Marchman (1991), the verbs were given a
frequency structure. For computational convenience, frequency was implemented by mediating the weight change generated by the difference

between the actual output and the target output (Plaut et al., 1996). Pilot
simulations showed this to have no marked effect on network performance.
The weight change of high-frequency arbitrary verbs was multiplied by 0.9
during a given training presentation and that of low-frequency arbitrary
verbs by 0.6. The weight change of all other high-frequency verbs (regulars, vowel change, and no change) was multiplied by 0.3 and of all other
low-frequency verbs by 0.1. Although this frequency structure was included in the training set in line with Plunkett and Marchman's artificial
vocabulary, we did not consider frequency effects in the results of the
simulations.
A large novel verb set of 572 items was created to test generalization.
Novel verbs could be of three types. They could either share two phonemes
in identical positions with an existing regular verb (410 items), share two
phonemes with an existing irregular verb (10 with arbitrary, 76 with vowel
change, 20 with no-change verbs), or share only one phoneme with any
verb in the training set (56 items). Items sharing two phonemes with
no-change verbs were constrained to end in an aveolar consonant (It! or
Id/). In mapping to the Thomas et al. (2001) empirical data, novel items
sharing two phonemes with regular verbs were taken as equivalent to
nonrhymes and those sharing two phonemes with irregular verbs as equivalent to rhymes, because in that study, rhyming was defined with reference
to irregular verbs.

Lexical-SemanticRepresentations
In the absence of a consensus in the literature on the appropriate forol of
lexical-semantic representations (at least, as they interacted with the inflectional morphology system), three codes were created and compared.
Localist. The lexical-semantic input layer contained one unit for each
of the 508 verbs in the training set. This scheme embodied the proposal that
lexical-semantics constrain inflectional morphology by indexing the identity of words but not representing any similarity between them.
Arbitrary distributed. This and the following scheme embodied the
proposal that semantic structure can influence morphological operations.
Binary patterns were created at random across 200 arbitrary semantic
features. We followed Plaut et al. (1996) in assuming that semantic
representations are sparse, such that each word activates few of the possible
semantic features, and each semantic feature participates in the meanings
of few words. Each feature had a .08 probability of being active in a given
meaning. The number of features active in the 508 patterns ranged from 7
to 27. To examine the effect of imageability, we defined concrete meanings
as those with more than 21 features active, and abstract meanings as those
with less than 13 features active. This yielded 37 concrete and 51 abstract
regular verbs and 9 concrete and 7 abstract irregular (vowel-change) verbs.
Prototype distributed. Twenty prototype patterns were created at random
over 200 semantic features, in which each feature had a .15 probability of
being active. From 12 of these prototypes, 25 exemplars were generated by
flipping each unit from 0 to I or 1 to 0 with a probability of .05, and from the
remaining 8, 26 exemplars were generated,yielding a total of 508 exemplars.
These were assigned randomly to the verbs in the training set.
Note that when novel patterns were applied to the network, no input was
supplied to lexical-semantics. It is possible that in human participants,
nonsense terolS actually create subthreshold pseudo-meanings, that is,
lexical-semantic activation that aids generalization. In pilot simulations,
lexical-semantic representations on their own were unable to provide a
robust basis for generalization of past-tense regularities (add -ed generalization levels: 13% for localist codes, 5% for arbitrary, and 1% for
prototype). For simplicity, generalization was examined purely on the basis
of phonological similarity. Pilot simulations also revealed that when pasttense forols were computed solely on the basis of the lexical-semantic
similarity, there was no difference in performance between those designated as regular or irregular past tenses, suggesting that the encoding of
meaning was neutral to this distinction.
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Training and TestingRegime
Networks were initialized with connection weights randomized between = 0.5. Networks were trained by exposure to the entire training
corpus for 5,000 epochs with a learning rate of 0.01' and a momentum of
O. Pattern presentation was in random order without replacement. Network
performance on training and generalization sets was tested at 10, 25, 50,
100, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 5,000 epochs. Weight changes were
calculated using the backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton, &
Williams, 1986) and the cross-entropy error measure (see Hinton, 1989).
Testing was performed using a nearest neighbor procedure. For a given
output, the pattern of activation in each phoneme position was converted
into the pattern for the closest existing phoneme, using Euclidean distance.
This "cleaned-up" version was then tested to see whether it was identical
to the target output or corresponded to several possible alternatives (regularization, irregularization, no change, blend, or other). Reported performance scores are the proportion of outputs whose cleaned-up versions
corresponded to the target output. Under a more stringent test, the
cleaned-up version was only accepted if the summed squared error between
the target and original output was less than a threshold, set at 0.1. Although
lowering scores during learning, this more stringent test did not change the
qualitative pattern of the data, and so the results are not reported here.

Parameter

Manipulations

Delayed development. Delayed development was simulated with a
slower learning rate of 0.001.
Pure phonology. The pure phonology hypothesis was examined by
training the network without the lexical-semantic component of the model.
Mappings were learned between phonological representations of the verb
stem and past-tense form alone.
Phonological representations. Plunkett and Marchman's (1991, see
Table I, p. 31) original coding scheme used triphonemic strings, with each
of the three positions represented by a distributed coding of the phoneme
over 6 units. One unit represented consonant or vowel, I unit represented
voicing, 2 units represented manner of articulation, and 2 units represented
place of articulation. The output layer included 2 additional units to
represent four possible past-tense inflections, Id!, It!, lAd!, and no inflection,
coded in a distributed fashion. The phonological input layer thus comprised
18 units and the output layer comprised 20 units. We refer to this as a
six-bit representational scheme.
Phonology with reduced similarity.
To contrast with the 6-bit representational scheme, a second distributed code was designed, on the basis of
standard linguistic categorizations (Fromkin & Rodman, 1988), and coded
over 19 binary features.3 Because this scheme used a longer vector to
represent the 32 phonemes, the similarity between each phoneme was less.
Two additional distributed coding schemes were created. One used 13
features and offered an intermediate level of similarity. One used 26
features and offered a further reduction in similarity. The 13-bit code was
created by deleting 6 of the features of the 19-bit code (+coronal, back,
nasal, lateral, central, diphthong). The 26-bit code was created by adding 7
dummy features, 3 producing extra contrasts between vowels and 4 producing extra contrasts between consonants. Similarity was reduced because
few of the phonemes possessed these additional features. We make no
linguistic claims concerning the form of these representations. They merely
create a similarity gradient that allowed us to investigate the impact of
reduced similarity on past-tense performance, while retaining the principle
of distributed feature-based representations of phonology. Accordingly, the
mean angle between two phonemes increased from 55.4° (SD = 16.3°)in
Plunkett and Marchman's original code to 57.3° (SD = 16.2°) in the 13-bit
code, 61.4° (SD = 14.4°) in the 19-bit code, and 64.7° (SD = 13.4°) in the
26-bit code, where 90° signifies zero similarity. Finally, extended representations of the inflectional affIX were assigned to the new codes, distributed over 4,5, and 6 bits for the 13, 19, and 26-bit codes, respectively.
Phonology with increased redundanc.y. The above reductions in similarity caused the phonological input and output representations to take on
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increasing size (input/output units: 6-bit, 18/20; 13-bit, 39/42; 19-bit,
57/62; and 26-bit, 78/84). To check what effects an increase in the size of
the input and output layers would have in the absence of marked changes
in similarity, we constructed three additional coding schemes that possessed increasing levels of redundancy. Accordingly, Plunkett and Marchman's (1991) original code for each phoneme was duplicated n times.
Duplication of the codes also introduced some noise, whereby in the
duplication process, a bit was flipped from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 with a
pro!Jability of .2. Noise was added under the assumption that realistic
representations with higher redundancy are unlikely to be pure replications
of the concise format. Once the duplicated code for a given phoneme was
created, this code was then used across all simulations. Three values of n
were used, 2, 3, and 4, to be referred to respectively as times2, times3, and
times4. This c1'eated networks with phonological input/output layers of
36/40,54/60, and 72/80 units, respectively.
Lexical-semantic deficits. Attenuated semantic input was implemented by reducing the activation of units by 50%, so that binary features
were either 0 or 0.5. Anomalous semantic organization was implemented
by adding noise to the normal lexical-semantic codes, with a Gaussian
distribution and a variance of 0.1. Activation levels were cropped so that
they could not exceed the maximum arid minimum levels of 1 and O. The
noisy version was then frozen and used as usual in training. Three versions
were created for each lexical-semantic code, and results were averaged
across them. For the prototype code, blurring of semantic categories was
implemented by applying an additional probability of .05 that features
would flip their state in each exemplar, thus increasing the overlap of the
prototype structure.
Integration deficits. An integration deficit was simulated in three different ways. First, Gaussian noise was added to the activation levels
arriving at the hidden layer from the lexical-semantic input units. Performance was examined under noise levels with variances of 0.05, 0.1, and
0.2. Second, delayed developmental availability was simulated by deactivating the lexical-semantic layer until a certain point in training, either
epoch 50, 250, or 1,000. Third, the learning rate of the connections between
the lexical-s~mantic layer and hidden units was reduced compared with
that in the rest of the network. Four rates were initially examined, at 50%,
25%, 10%, and 1% of the learning rate in the rest of the network (0.01).

Background Parameters
Architecture.
In addition to the standard three-layer architecture, four
other architectures were examined. We used a two-layer network, a fourlayer network with 25 hidden units in each layer (splitting our nonnallevel
of 50 between two hidden layers), a four-layer network with 50 hidden
units in each layer (duplicating our nonnallevel in each layer), and a fully
connected architecture in which the input layer was directly connected to
the output layer as well as through a single hidden layer with 50 units.
Hidden unirs. The effect of hidden unit resources was examined in the
three-layer net. Values of 10, 20, 50, 200, 500, and 1,000 were used, with
50 units constituting the nonnal condition. Note that 500 units corresponds
roughly to 1 unit per verb in the training set, and 1,000 units to 2 per verb.
Noise in general activation levels. Gaussian noise was added '0 the
activation levels of units in the hidden layer, with variances of 0.025,0.05,

0.1,and0.2.
Plasticity of learning algorithm.
In the baseline condition, the backpropagation algorithm was used with the cross-entropy (CE) error measure.
The algorithm was also run with the summed squared error (SSE) measure.
The latter version produces less weight change for a unit when it is

3 Binary features were as follows: sonorant, consonantal, syllabic, continuant, voiced, labial, anterior, +coronal, back, strident, nasal, lateral,
-coronal, high, central, low, rounded, tense, and diphthong. For diphthongs, vowel height was coded from where the first vowel starts (i.e., if
the diphthong starts high but moves to low, it was coded as high).
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the nonnal trajectory of developmentand to the final levels of
perfonnance.When lexical-semanticrepresentationswere added
to PlunkettandMarchman's(1991)original design,oneresult was
that irregularization of novel irregular-rhyming verbs (crivecrove) disappearedfrom network perfonnance. Therefore, we
chose a more redundantphonological schemeas our baseline,
which restoredthis aspectof the nonnal profile (the times4 code;
comparewith "P&M original" in Figure 5). The nonnal empirical
data also exhibit a reductionin the generalizationof the add -ed
regularity to novel rhymesat higher ages.To capturethis characteristic, we selectedthe localist semanticcode that also produced
this decline at higher levels of training (see Figure 7). More
important,the baselineconditionexhibitedthe standardsuperiority
effect for regularpasttensesover irregularsfound in the elicitation
perfonnanceof older children.Although the network exhibited an
initially rising, then declining, level of overregularizationerrors,
this patternshouldnot be construedas the characteristicU-shaped
profile found in youngerchildren.In the network, we includedno
early phaseof good perfonnanceon a small set of irregular verbs.
For this initial phase,an incrementaltraining regimeis requiredin
these architectures.In the whole-corpusmodel, some irregulars
appearinitially only in the regularizedfonn. In comparisonwith
the empirical data,the relevantphaseof comparisonfor overregularization errors is the reducing tail (see Figure 13). Finally, in
architecturaltenns, the baselinecondition useda three-layernetwork with 50 hidden units. In all figures, the nonnal- baseline
condition is representedby a solid black line. Arrows attachedto
the baselinecondition indicate the direction of changeto fit the
WS profile of Thomas et al. (2001). In tenns of changesin
irregularization, the empirical data demonstratedno significant
effect, so no arrow is attachedto this line.

committed to an erroneous response and is therefore a less plastic algorithm. In addition, we used the SSE measure with the sigmoid prime offset
(SPO; Fahlman, 1988; see Bullinaria, 1997). This parameter serves to
increase the plasticity of the network by adding a fixed constant to the
derivative of the sigmoid activation function. Pilot studies suggested that
the SPO, set at 0.1, offered a level of plasticity intermediate between CE
and standard SSE.
Discriminability of processing units. The discrimination ability of a
processing unit corresponds to the steepness of its sigmoid activation
function. The output of a processing unit is defined by the equation

=

Output

1 +

1
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where net input is the summed activation arriving at the unit (including its
bias), and where the temperature(T) parametercontrols the steepnessof
this function (see, e.g., Hinton & Sejnowski, 1986). Three values were
used: T = 1.00 (normal), T = 0.25 (high discriminability), and T = 4.00
(low discriminability).

Interactions
In addition to the main effects of each of the preceding variables, we also
examined two interactions. First, we looked at whether alterations in the
lexical-semantic code moderated the effect of changes in phonology.
Second, because we had altered the basic structure of Plunkett and Marchman's (1991) model by the addition of lexical-semantics, we checked how
this had altered the behavior of the system by comparing the influence of
the background parameters in the presence or absence of lexical-semantic
infonnation.

Replications
Data were averagedover six runs of each network using different
randomizedstartingweights.Standarderrors were typically small, and for
clarity, some figures do not inclUde error bars. Differencesreported in
thesefigures were all reliable.

Hypothesis 1: Delay

Results

Figure 3 shows the result of reducing the learning rate by a
factor of 10, compared with the baseline condition. Data are
reportedfor the network's performanceon irregular vowel-change
verbs,becauseno arbitrary or no-changeverbs were used in the

The Normal Model
In agreementwith the previous discussion,we chose as our
nonnal or baselinemodel the parameterset that gavea best fit to
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Thomaset al. (2001) or Clahsenand Almazan (1998) elicitation
tasks.In addition,dataare shownfor novel verbsthat rhyme with
existing irregular verbs(rhymes;e.g. crive, drive), for which both
regularization and irregularization rates are reported (crived,
crave) and for novel verbs that do not rhyme with irregular verbs
(non-rhymes;e.g., brap), for which only regularizationrates are
reported(e.g., brapped).
Figure 3 demonstratesthat although slow learning introduced
the requisitedelay, there were no implications for generalization.
The reductionin generalizationfound in the WS data cannotbe
generatedby slower acquisitionof the domain alone. In terms of
the outer boundsof this parameter,at extremelevels, a reduced
learning rate preventedsuccessfulacquisition of the past-tense
domain within the developmentaltime window.
Hypothesis 2: A Hyperphonological Morphology System
We evaluatedthe perfornlanceof the baselinenetwork against
that of a network deprivedof lexical-semanticinput, which therefore must focus on phonologicalregularitiesalone.(This comparison is included as part of Figure 7, labeled as No lexicalsemantics.) A hyperphonologicalapproach led to accelerated
acquisition of regular verbs and delayed acquisition of irregular
verbscomparedwith baseline.In addition, add-ed generalization
to novel nonrhymesshoweda tendencyto drop away at higher
levels of training in the absenceof lexical-semantics.(As an
illustration of the variability in the simulationdata,the difference
betweenbaselineandhyperphonologicalconditionsin generalization of novel nonrhymesat 5,000 epochswas 7.2%; two-tailed t
test over six replications: p

= .0003.) Last, add -ed

generalization

to novel rhymes was reduced, and irregularization of rhymes
increased.Such a combination suggeststhat in the absenceof
lexical-semantics,irregularverbsplaya more salientrole in structuring the internal representationsof the network. One role of
lexical-semantic infornlation in the nornlal network is thus to
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partition away knowledgeaboutirregular verbs suchthat it has a
reducedinfluenceon generalization.Comparedwith the WS data,
however,the hyperphonologicalnetworkfailed to exhibit a general
delay in acquiring existing past tensesor a general reductionin
generalization.In terms of the outer bounds of this parameter,
phonology-based
learningdid not preventsuccessfulacquisitionof
the training set.
Hypothesis 3: At)'pically Structured Phonological
Representations
We explored two manipulationsto phonology. First, Figure 4
demonstrates
four graduationsof decreasingsimilarity betweenthe
componentphonemes(from the high similarity of the 6-bit representation to the low of the 26-bit representation),against the
baselinecondition. A reductionin similarity producedthree relative effects.First, it delayedthe acquisitionof regularpast tenses.
Second,it acceleratedthe acquisition of irregular verbs. Third,
therewas a reductionin regulargeneralizationwith an increasein
irregularization. In short, reducedsimilarity had a pro-irregular
effect. We then exploredchangingthe redundancy.Figure 5 demonstratesa comparisonof the baselinecondition (most redundant)
againstconditions of decreasingredundancy.Decreasingredundancy tendedto delay both regularsand irregulars but irregulars
much more so: Regularization of rhymes increasedand their
irregularizationdecreased.In short, reducedredundancyhad an
anti-irregulareffect.The interestingcomparisonis if we vary both
of theseparametersat once.Figure6 depictsthe baselinecondition
against a phonological representationthat has both decreased
levels of redundancy(ie., a shortervector) anddecreasedlevelsof
similarity, with the lexical-semanticrepresentations
held constant.
This reveals a delay for regular and irregular verbs that is now
similar and an overall general reduction in generalization.This
accordswith the target patternof deficits in the WS data.In this
combinedmanipulation,the relatively anti-irregular effect of re-
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redundant version of the 6-bit code. Arrows show the direction of change required to fit the Williams syndrome
(WS) profile.
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patterns based around a prototype structure. Figure 7 shows a
comparisonof thesethreeconditions,along with a networktrained
in the absenceof lexical-semantic input. The implications of
lexical-semanticrepresentationswere as follows. The addition of
suchinfornlation delayedthe acquisitionof regularpast tensesbut
acceleratedthe acquisitionof irregulars.The more systematicthe
structure within semantics,the greater the effect was. As the
semanticinput increasinglypredictedthe output fornl, regularities
betweenphonologicalinput fornls and outputsbecameless influential in detenniningrelative success.(Recall that in a pilot network in which past-tensefornl wasdriven only by semanticinput,
therewas no differencebetweenregularsand irregulars.)In terms

ducedredundancyhas overriddenthe relatively pro-regulareffect
of reducedsimilarity, leaving overall delay. The result suggests
that atypical phonology could in principle explain WS past-tense
performancebut only under a particularmanipulation.In terms of
outer bounds,within the variations considered,neither similarity
nor redundancypreventedeventual successfulacquisitionof the
domain.
Hypothesis 4: Lexical-Semantic Anomalies
In this section,we fIrst briefly considerthe implication of using
different nonna! formats of representationfor lexical-semantics,
from localist to distributed random binary patternsto distributed
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of generalization,regular generalizationwas improved by the
addition of localist and arbitrary distributed vectors identifying
eachverb. However,as soonas a systematic,prototypesimilarity
structurewas included,generalizationdroppedmarkedly(seeCottrell & Plunkett, 1994,for a similar result in a recurrentsystem).
Next, we consider the impact of anomaliesto the function!
structure of lexical-semantics.In this context, recall that some
authorshavecomparedthe developmentaldisorderof WS with the
behavior found in some acquireddeficits: for example,in fluent
aphasiaand Alzheimer's disease(e.g., Pinker, 1991, 1994).Here,
therefore,we compareddevelopmentallexical-semantic anomalies (applied to the initial conditions of the network) against
acquiredanomalies(appliedto the fully trainednetwork).Figure 8
shows these comparisons,separatelyfor the localist, arbitrary
distributed, and prototype distributed coding schemes.Nonna!
performancewas comparedagainst(a) a systemin which activation levels from lexical-semanticswere attenuatedby 50%; (b) a
systemthat receivedinput from a lexical-semanticssystemwith
anomalousorganization,disorderedby frozen-in noise; (c) in the
caseof the prototyperepresentations,
a systemin which the overlap between semantic categorieshad been increased,blurring
semanticdistinctions;and (d) a systemthat had experienceda full
lesion of the lexical-semanticsystem.
The results revealed that none of the developmentaldeficits
preventedultimate successin learning the mappingsfor this domain (compareeach of the 5,000 epoch columns). In contrast,
acquireddeficits to lexical-semanticsdemonstratedlarger deficits
to irregular performancethan regular performance(replicating an
earlier finding by Joanisse& Seidenberg,1999, using only the
localistcode).The effect wasmoremarkedfor arbitrarydistributed
and prototypedistributed codesin which the systemrelied more
heavily on this information to generateits output. The biggest
acquireddissociationwas apparentfor the arbitrary code, for in
this network,the systemrelied on lexical-semanticinformation to
drive irregular past-tenseformation but not regular past-tense

formation, whereasfor the prototypecode,the systemrelied on it
to drive both. Comparedwith theseacquireddeficits, developmental anomaliestendedto leadto delaysin acquisition.In this model,
therefore,althoughdevelopmentalandacquireddeficits areclearly
related,they do not producethe sameeffects.
Delayscausedby lexical-semanticanomalieswereon the whole
restricted to irregular verb formation (compareeach of the 250
epoch columns), with the exception of noise added to localist
representations.
Two further points are of note with regardto the
WS profile. First, for all lexical-semanticcodes, generalization
was reducedpy anomalousstructurecausedby frozen-in noise.
However, for arbitrary and prototype schemes,there were no
implications of this manipulationfor the acquisition of existing
verbs,and with the localist code,frozennoisewas associatedwith
a delay for regularsbut acceleratedirregular acquisition. Therefore, frozennoisecould not accountfor the overall-delay/reducedgeneralizationWS pattern. Second,for the prototype lexicalsemantics,imposinga greateroverlapbetweensemanticcategories
generallyservedto improveperformance,suggestingthat the tight
semanticstructureof the original actually impaired performance.
Given the levelsof generalizationexhibitedby normal participants
in empirical studies,this appearsto set boundson the extent to
which semanticinformation can influenceinflection.
In summary,lexical-semanticanomaliesin isolation did not
appearto allow the systemto capturethe overall-delay/reduced
generalizationprofile of the WS empirical data.Conversely,such
anomaliesdid appearconsistentwith the sometimes-reported
pattern of differentially delayedirregularperformance.
Finally in this section,we considerdifferential effects of imageabilityon past-tenseperformance.Recall that when Thomaset
al. (2001) examinedthe effect of this dimension,they found a
differential pattern betweenthe overall WS group and controls.
Neither group showedimageabilityeffects for regular past-tense
performance.However,the WS group(but not the controls) demonstratedboth poorerperformanceon abstractirregular verbsthan
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Figure 8. Comparisons of lexical-semantic (LS) deficits applied prior to training (developmental) or as a
network lesion at the end of training (acquired). For deficits applied prior to training, perfonnance is shown
midway through the training process (250 epochs) and at the end of training (5,000 epochs). Scores shown are
for perfonnance on regular verbs, irregular verbs, and add -ed generalization of nonrhymes. Results are shown
separately for each type of lexical-semantic code. Error bars show standard error across network replications.
Note that acquired deficits to lexical-semantics did not affect generalization because novel inputs were purely
phonological. Developmental deficits did affect generalization because they constrained the developing structure
of the internal representations.

concreteand a raisedlevel of overregularizationerrorsfor abstract
verbs.We explored whether such an effect might be traced to a
reducedinfluence of lexical-semantics,as proposedby Thomas
et al.
We usedthe arbitrary distributedcoding scheme,and followed
Plaut and Shallice (1993) in assumingabstractverbs to be those
with fewer semanticfeaturesactive. We then comparedthe performance of the normal network and the network trained with
attenuatedlexical-semantics,at the midway point in training (250
epochs).The resultsare shownin Figure 9, along with the empir-

ical data from Thomas et al. (2001). P values are for relatedsamplest tests,for the network acrossits six replications.
Althoughthe model's performancewas at a higherlevel thanthe
human data, the simulations replicated the pattern on irregular
verbs:presenceof an imageability effect for irregular verbs in the
atypical but not the typical network and significantly more overregularizationerrors for abstractirregular verbs than concretein
the atypical network but not the typical. Too much should not be
read into the p values for the model. Further replications would
causethe imageabilityeffect on correctirregular verb performance
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Figure 9. A: Empirical data from Thomas et al. (2001), comparing performance on concrete and abstract verbs
in a past-tense elicitation task. Results are shown for performance on regular verbs, irregular verbs, and
proportion of overgeneralization errors on irregulars (e.g., think-thinked). B: Simulation data comparing the
performance of a network with normal and with weakened semantics on concrete and abstract verbs. Error bars
represent standard errors of group means for the empirical data and standard errors across the six network
replications

for the simulation

data. WS

=

Williams

in the typical network to reach significance as well. However,
additionalreplicationswould not, as far as we can tell, lead to a
significant imageability effect in overregularizationin the typical
model. Networks never showed irnageability effects in regular
verbs(either earlier or later in training) because,as we have seen
for the arbitrary distributedcode,it is only the irregular verbsthat
rely on lexical-semanticinformation, a solution that the network
learnsfor itself during training.
Imageability effects were exaggeratedwhen lexical-semantic
activation was attenuatedfor the following reason. Lexicalsemanticinformation is usedto disambiguateirregular verbsfrom
regular verbs in the network and so protect them from overregularization.This ability dependson the net input of lexical-semantic
information, in this casenumberof featuresactive. In the normal
network,both concreteand abstractverbshavesufficient net input
to allow disambiguationand prevent overregularization.In the
attenuatedcondition, concrete verbs retain sufficient input, but
now abstractverbs do not. The result is an increasedimageability
effect.
In summary,thesesimulation results supportthe interpretation
that at least one of the featuresof Thomas et al.'s (2001) WS
past-tensedatamay relate to a reducedlexical-semanticinfluence
on inflection, but that this is insufficient to explainthe full pattern.

syndrome.

Hypothesis5: Integration Deficit
The integrationdeficit wasexaminedusingthreemanipulations:
addition of noise to activationsarriving from lexical-semantics,a
delay in the developmentalavailability of lexical-semanticinformation,anda restrainton the learningrate of the connectionsfrom
the lexical-semanticlayer. Figure 10 comparestheseconditions.
For the latter two, the patternof resultswassimilar to that achieved
by the lexical-semanticdeficits consideredin the previoussection.
However, the addition of noise disruptedthe network in learning
the function relating stemsto past-tenseforms. There was a uniform delay for regulars and irregulars, as well as an overall
reductionin generalization.If the integrationdeficit is construedin
theseterms-as disruptive-then this condition also allowed the
model to capturethe WS dataprofile. In termsof the outerbounds
of this manipulation, additional noise was sufficient to impair
successfulacquisition.
Interactions Between Phonology and Semantics
In addition to the main effectsof the phonologicaland lexicalsemanticmanipulations,we also explored whether an interaction
existed betweenthem. Specifically, did a manipulation such as
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reducing phonological similarity produce identical effects whatever the lexical-semanticcode?The results here are particularly
interesting.As an illustrative measure,Figure 11 depicts performanceon irregular verbs,as phonologicalsimilarity was reduced
on the one hand and as the effective contribution of lexicalsemanticswas reducedon the other. As the influence of lexicalsemanticsweakened,the effect of the phonologicalmanipulation
wasexaggeratedin irregular verb performance.The samewasalso
true of regular verbs.Weakeninglexical-semanticsalso exaggeratedthe effect of redundancyon irregular verbs,but it reducedthe
variation causedby redundancyin the behavior of regular verbs.
In short,when at leasttwo main constraintsoperate,alterations
in oneconstraintmay createthe conditionsunderwhich alterations
in the other constraint are exaggerated.That is, in WS, it is
possiblethat a reducedinfluenceof the lexical-semanticsystemon
inflection may lead to the amplification of any atypicalities that
exist in the phonologicalsystem.

Background Flexibility
Through an examinationof a rangeof network parameters,we
soughtto evaluatehow flexible the model was in accommodating
patternsof atypical development.Table 1 showsthe resultsof the
various manipulations,classified accordingto whether each parameterchangecaused(a) a delay in acquisition,(b) a differential
delayto regularandirregularverbs,(c) a fmal impairmentin either
verb type, and (d) changesin generalizationfor eachtype of novel
item. Parametersetswere evaluatedagainstthe baselinenetwork.
These manipulationswere also run in a network that excluded
lexical-semantic input, in line with Plunkett and Marchman's
(1991) original architecture.When the effects of manipulations
differed in the absenceof semantics,this is noted in Table 1.
Did any other manipulationsreproducethe targetpatternof WS
data?Threeof the 10 parametersetsdemonstratedsomesimilarity
to the pattern of overall delay and reducedgeneralization.These

Phonological
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Training
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lllustration of the interaction between initial phonological similarity and initial lexical-semantic

code on the developmental performance of irregular verbs.
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manipulations were a decrease in hidden units (although this
decrease needed to be carefully calibrated to avoid a collapse in
performance), a four-layer architecture with restricted hidden unit
numbers, and reduced discriminability of the' processing units.
However, in each of these cases, the relative delay for regular
verbs tended to be greater than that for irregular verbs.
In terms of outer bounds, when lexical-semantics was available
to mediate the effect of parameter changes, its presence protected
the performance of irregular verbs. Within the parameter space we
examined, we found no selective impairment in irregular verbs at
the end of training, so long as lexical-semantic information was
available to the network. When lexical-semantic information was
absent, final irregular deficits could be generated either by reduced
plasticity, decreased hidden units, or the use of a two-layer
network.
Table 1 is notable in that, for a given type of atypical response,
such as reduced add -ed generalization, a number of different
parameter manipulations were available that would have this same
result (i.e., following down a single column). However, when
atypical patterns were considered across a range of responses, such
as the six measuresillustrated in Table 1, few of the parameter sets
produced responses that directly lined up (i.e., comparing whole
rows). Indeed, in Table 1, only reduced discriminability and a
four-layer architecture with reduced hidden units produce a similar
profile, although for the values we used, reduced discriminability
had a much larger effect. In short, for this model, a narrowly
defined behavioral impairment was not easily traced back to a
single underlying atypical constraint. More important, it required
consideration of a wider pattern of impairments over several
measures before underlying causes could be disambiguated. This
idea is explored in more detail by Thomas (2003).
We considered the role of hidden unit numbers in a little more
depth. This is because several connectionist models of atypical
development have appealed to this parameter as offering explanations of deficits in disorders such as autism and dyslexia. Moreover, Karnriloff-Smith et al. (1997) proposed that an associative
system with excessive hidden units might explain their data showing reduced generalization of the phonological regularities of the
French gender system by individuals with WS. In our model, we
explored the effect of hidden unit numbers on generalization, in the
range of 10 to 1,000, with 50 units as our baseline value. A level
of 500 units roughly corresponds to 1 hidden unit per training
pattern and 1,000 units to 2 per pattern. We evaluated generalization of the add - ed regularity to three types of novel pattern: items
sharing two phonemes with existing regulars, items sharing two
phonemes with existing irregulars, and rare phonotactically illegal
items sharing only a single phoneme with any of the verbs in the
training set. Figure 12 demonstrates the result, including data for
networks with and without lexical-semantic input.
Even at very high levels of hidden units, there was little evidence that generalization of the add - ed regularity declined, except
on items sharing two phonemes with irregulars. Karmiloff-Smith
et al.'s (1997) proposal was thus not supported. Figure 12 also
demonstrates that lexical-semantic information facilitates generalization only when hidden unit numbers are small, when such
information is helpful in partitioning a restricted representational
space. As far as Plunkett and Marchman's (1991) training set is
concerned, a surfeit of hidden units did not reduce generalization.
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Fitting the Data: How Good Is Best?
We have compared various manipulations, either driven by
theoreticalhypothesesor by explorationof backgroundflexibility,
andfound that somearebetterablethanothersto showthe deficits
of the WS data.Before we turn to a discussionof our fmdings,we
addressthe issueof how good the best fit is.
In the model design,we were interestedin the latter phasesof
performance,becauseno incrementallyexpandingvocabularyset
was used in training. Figure 13 demonstratesthe portion of our
baseline condition that is appropriateto the control data from
Thomaset al. (2001), along with the effects of the two manipulations that most closely reproducedthe pattern of the WS group.
The baselinecondition best fit the control data by assumingthat
the performanceof the network at 100 epochswas equivalentto
the 5-6-year-old age bracket.
The notion of scalingmodeling data to developmentaltrajectories is fraught with difficulties (see Marcus, 1995; Plunkett &
Marchman, 1996).For example,both our empirical data and our
modeling data used nonlinear scales.However, it is not clear on
what basis one choosesthe particular nonlinear scale or that we
havechosenthe correctscalefor eachsetof data.Moreover,from
the perspectiveof the modeling of cognitive and languagedevelopment,chronologicaltime per sehasno causalrole. The modelis
isolated from the context of the general nonlinguistic cognitive
system in which it is embedded-developmental events in this
wider systemmay constrainthe rate at which the languagesystem
candevelop.The performanceof the modelis assessed
in exposure
to learning instances.It is not clear how the learning instances
experiencedby the child correspondto the passingof time, or what
the appropriateempirical dataarethat bestmeasuresuchinstances
(note the discussion between Marcus, 1995, and Plunkett &
Marchman, 1996, about whether Plunkett & Marchman's, 1991,
modelshouldbe evaluatedagainstparentalinput to the child or the
child's productive vocabulary).As our nonlinear scaling stands,
the model manipulationsproduced smaller delays in past-tense
acquisition(-2 years)thanthosefound in a comparisonof the WS
and control groups (-10 years lag), but calibration of absolute
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Figure 13. Simulation trajectories plotted for the portion of training relevant to the empirical data. Top: Effect
of the phonological manipulation of reduced similarity and redundancy when matched to baseline performance
on regular verbs (our implementation of a verbal mental age match). Bottom: Equivalent data for the lexicalsemantic noise (integration impairment) condition. Vertical dashed lines show identical points in training for
regular and irregular verbs and demonstrate how the apparent deficit for irregular verbs is eliminated by the
matching

procedure,

in line

with

Thomas

et al. (2001).

MA

=

mental

age; Overgen

=

overgeneralization;

Nonrhyme +ed = regular generalization of novel items not rhyming with existing irregulars (e.g., bropbropped); Rhyme +ed = regular generalization of novel items rhyming with existing irregulars (crive-crived;

cf. drive); and Rhyme-irreg = irregularizationof novel rhymes (crive-crove).

effect size was not an aim for the currentmodel. This task awaits
a scaled-upmodel of inflection.
The scalingwe haveusedproducesa goodfit to perfonnanceon
both regular and irregular verb acquisition,althoughoverregularization errorstendedto persistin the datasomewhatlongerthan in
the model. Regularizationof nonrhymesshoweda similar proflle
to the empirical databut was about 15%too low. Irregularization
of rhymesproduceda similar profile to the control databut failed
to replicate the late surge in irregularization rates found in the
older agegroups.Regularizationof rhymesshowedthe leastgood
fit, with flat generalizationrates at around45%. In contrast,the
control group demonstratedan inverted U across this period.
Although the model also producedsuch an inverted-U trajectory
(e.g.,Figure 3), the model's peakin generalizationfor theseitems
was lower and occurred earlier in training, such that only the
post-peaktail is plotted in Figure 13.
The model's fit to the existing verbs gives confidencethat this
simplebaselinemodel offers a valid considerationof the effectsof
initial constraintson the relativedifficulty of acquiringregularand
irregular inflections. The generalizationrates are lower than one

would want but still pennit consideration of the relative effect on
generi1lization of initial changes. It is these relative effects that we
believe will scale to more realistic models of past-tense formation.
In the Method section, we considered the difficulty of comparing
simulation data against cross-sectional atypical data, given that age
and severity of disorder are confounded in cross-sectional designs.
The standard empirical control for level of ability that seeks to
disambiguate an atypical profile from general delay is problematic in
this context, for empirically it appealsto a measurablesystem-general
delay. For the model, there is no general system. Instead, for a final
comparison against the Thomas et al. (2001) data, we sought to
control for a version of VMA that was based on the network's level
of performance on regular verbs and then to examine how the conditions compared acrossthe other responsetypes. These comparisons,
using data from the phonological manipulation of reduced similarity
and redundancy and the integration manipulation of lexical-semantic
noise, are depicted in Figure 13. These were qualitatively the two best
fits to the WS pattern of results.
Figure 13 demonstrates that the relative delay caused by each set
of atypical constraints produced an apparently greater deficit for
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irregular than regular verbs (a line is drawn at identical stagesof
training for each verb type to make clear this difference).However, when perfonnancewas matchedaccordingto regular verbs,
in each casethe apparentirregular deficit disappeared.Yet, the
reductionin generalizationin the model remained.For the lexicalsemanticnoise condition, the reduction was only presentin add
-ed generalization,whereasfor the phonologicalcondition,irregularizationrateswerereducedas well. For the WS data,controlling
for VMA left a residualbut nonsignificantdeficit in rhymeirregularization(Thomaset al., 2001),making it difficult to discriminate
betweenthe two best data fits from the model.

Implications of Simulation Resultsfor WS
We begin with a sununary of the findings of the model with regard
to WS and past tense. Strong theoretical claims about nonI1al languagedevelopment have beenmade on the basis of past-tensedeficits
in WS, namely that a high-level cognitive mechanism in the inflectional system is selectively damaged in a developmental disorder
while the rest of that system develops nonI1ally. A close examination
of available empirical evidence on WS past-tenseformation revealed
two patterns: (a) an overall delay in both regular and irregular pasttense acquisition, along with a reduction in generalization to novel
forms and (b) a less robust pattern of greater delay for irregular
past-tenseacquisition than for regular. From a review of the literature
on language development in WS, we identified five hypothesesproposing how development in this syndrome may differ from the normal
case. We used a connectionist model of past-tense development to
evaluate implementations of these hypotheses, altering the initial
constraints under which development took place and comparing trajectories and outcomes against empirical data.
With regard to the first pattern of empirical data (overall-delayl
reducedgeneralization), the model suggestedthat this pattern could be
produced by a particular anomaly to phonological representations
(reduced similarity and redundancy) or by a problem in integrating
phonological and lexical-semantic information, whereby noise in the
signal from lexical-semantics disrupts the learning of the function
relating verb stems and past-tense forms. An examination of the
background flexibility of the model suggested that three other, less
theoretically motivated parameter manipulations could offer a more
approximate fit to the empirical data. These included decreasednumbers of hidden units, use of a four-layer architecture with restricted
numbers of hidden units in each layer, and a reduction in processing
unit discriminability. In these latter cases, there was a tendency for
regular verbs to experience a greater delay than irregular verbs,
instead of the uniform delay. Simply slowing learning in the network,
conversely, produced a uniform delay but no reduction in generalization to novel forms.
With regard to the second pattern of empirical data (greater
irregular delay), anomalies in lexical-semantic information (i.e.,
attenuated activation of this system, anomalous organization, developmentally delayed availability, or slowed weight change in the
connections integrating this information) tended to differentially
impede irregular verb acquisition. A range of background parameter manipulations generated the same effect, suggesting that irregular verbs were more developmentally vulnerable to nonoptimal conditions in the network.
Three other results were of note. First, Thomas et al. (2001)
reported data indicating an increased effect of the semantic dimen-

sion of imageabilityin theirregularpast-tenseformation of the WS
group comparedwith controls. The simulations suggestedthat,
paradoxically, this is consistent with a reduced influence of
lexical-semanticinformation on inflection in WS, wherebyinformation usedby the network to index individual abstractverbs as
exceptionsfrom the past-tenseadd -ed regularity becomestoo
attenuatedto preventoverregularization.Second,after KarmiloffSmith et al. (1997) found reduced levels of generalizationin
Frenchparticipantswith WS, they speculatedthat a networklearning to predict gender on the basis of phonological regularities
might exhibit such a reductionif it had a surfeit of hidden units.
The current modeling work did not supportthis proposal,finding
no markedreductionin the generalizationof past-tenseregularities
when hiddenunit levels were increasedby Ii factor of 20 over the
normallevel. Third, the simulationsrevealedthat phonologicaland
lexical-semanticconstraintsinteractedwithin the developmental
system.Specifically,as the contributionof lexical-semanticinformation was reduced,differencesin the initial phonologicalrepresentationsproducedmore exaggerateddevelopmentaleffects.Developmental constraints can therefore produce non-additive
effects. This has implications for individual variability in developmentaldisorders:One atypical constraintmay not simply generate its own consequencesbut also exaggeratethe effects of
(perhapsnormal)variationin otherconstraints.Two points warrant
further discussion:the specificity of the successfulmanipulations
and the implications of individual variation.

Manipulations
Two manipulationssucceededin simulating the main WS pattern of overall-delay/reduced
generalization:atypicalphonological
representationsand an integrationdeficit. Further empirical work
is requiredto establishwhetherone (or both) of theseis the correct
account.The successfulmanipulationswere also fairly specific:
The phonologicalrepresentations
had to have both reducedsimilarity and redundancy;4the integration deficit neededto have a
disruptive effect. The specificity of these claims allows more
focusedfuture empirical investigationsto evaluatetheir plausibility. In the caseof phonology,phonemediscriminationtestswould
evaluatesimilarity, whereasresilienceundernoise would evaluate
redundancy.In the caseof an integration deficit, studiesof languageprocessingin tasks that require the on-line integration of
lexical-semanticandphonologicalconstraintswould evaluateany
disruptionscausedin combining sourcesof information.
4

The propertiesof similarity andredundancycould plausiblybe linked in

the developmental emergence of phonological representations in the language
system. Speech-basedrepresentationsmust be developed from acoustic information and under the atypical phonology hypothesis, it is differences in lower
level auditory processes that lie at the root of subsequent anomalies in language processes.Oliver et al. (2<XXJ)explored the effect of disruptions to the
development of self-organizing connectionist systems and found that the
specificity of the representations formed a:; :. result of competitive processes
was linked to the number of units encoding each of the inputs. Greater
competition between processing units in a self-organizing map leads to more
specific representations for input items but can lead to more units being
deactivated through the process of competition and, therefore, not involved in
encoding information. Thus, although the phonological manipulation was
fairly precise, it is not an unreasonableone.
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Conversely, the alternatively reported WS pattern of differentially delayed irregular past-tense acquisition was more easily
simulated. The model is therefore less theoretically con&training as
to what may be the actual cause, if this behavioral pattem were to
turn out to be robust. However, in practical terms, few data
conflrID the irregular deficit, and none depict how this may unfold
in terms of a developmental trajectory that includes respective
regular performance and generalization abilities. Clahsen and
Almazan's (1998) data came from 4 participants with WS, split
into two groups of 2 for analysis-of-variance purposes. The two
groups had mean MAs of 5;6 (using the notation: years;months)
and 7;6, respectively (CAs 12;2 and 14;0). If treated as a (scant)
developmental profile, these results were consistent with an overall
developmental delay in past-tense performance, which is in line
with MA for regulars but greater for irregulars, with MAappropriate regular generalization but reduced irregularization of
novel rhymes (e.g., crive-crove). In terms of manipulations to the
model, the only condition that produced this pattern was a reduction in phonological redundancy alone (see Figure 5: times] vs.
normal). Initial deficits to lexical-semantics could not reproduce
this entire pattern: Differentially delayed irregular verb acquisition
was typically associated with increased irregularization of novel
forms in the network (see Figure 7). Alternatively, Clahsen and
colleagues (e.g., Clahsen & Almazan, 1998) have referred to WS
as exhibiting an "excessive over-application" (p. 187) of inflectional rules. In behavioral terms, the network condition that best
captured this pattern was a two-layered architecture: Without hidden units, the model struggled to acquire irregular verbs, produced
many overregularization errors, and exhibited increased regular
generalization compared with the baseline model. However, regular verb acquisition was accelerated in this two-layer network, so
the profile would not be appropriate to the regular verb delay also
shown by individuals with WS.
However, it should be noted that Clahsen and colleagues (e.g.,
Clahsen & Almazan, 1998) would be reluctant to interpret their
findings within a connectionist framework, preferring to relate
them to a version of Pinker's (199,1, 1994, 1999) DM model
involving hierarchically structured lexical representations. We
consider the extent to which the simulation results might be
extended to that model in the General Discussion section.

Individual Differences
In the Method section,we consideredthe implications of individual differencesexhibited by people with developmentaldisordersfor attemptsto capturetheir behaviorin developmentalcomputational models. At that point, we restricted ourselves to
modeling only the meanor group performance,while keeping in
mind the flexibility of the model.We now turn to considerwhether
the model could captureindividual variation.First, let us establish
how much individual variability we might expectin WS and, in
particular,in individuals' languageprofiles.
Generally,thereis no doubt that the severityof the WS phenotype can differ acrossindividuals and that the patternof strengths
and weaknessesis blurred by the spectrumof variation that one
might expectof a typically developingpopulation.Pezzini,Vicari,
Volterra, Milani, andOssella(1999)recentlyexaminedwhetherin
a sampleof 18 Italian children with WS (M CA = 9;10,range=
4;10-15;3), a single, common neuropsychologicalprofile was
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discernible. In a comparison of various linguistic and visuospatial
tasks, these investigators found a large amount of variability, such
that individual neuropsychological profiles often failed to match
the group profile. However, they concluded that three behavioral
markers were reasonably reliable: (a) an uneven cognitive profile;
(b) an impairment in visuospatial construction, indexed by the
block-design task; and (c) a dissociation in linguistic skills, with
phonological fluency superior to lexical-semantic skills. When
Volterra, Longobardi, Pezzini, Vicari, and Antenore (1999) compared the profiles of 10-year-old dizygotic twins, 1 with WS and
1 without, they found that the boy with WS displayed a homogeneous developmental delay in both nonverbal and verbal abilities
compared with his typically developing sister. Of the tests examined, he achieved a level of performance similar to his sister only
in face recognition, phonological word fluency, and memory for
phonologically similar words. Although it is undeniable that individual variation characterizes WS performance (as much as in any
atypical group), an imbalance between semantics and phonology
seems to be a consistent aspect of language development in this
syndrome.
When we focus more specifically on individual variation in
performance on past-tense tasks, inspection of the individual
scores of the 18 participants in Thomas et al. (2001, Figure 1)
demonstrates that performance broadly increased with CA, with
several older participants reaching ceiling. Nevertheless, not all of
the older participants produced ceiling scores. For example, Participant 20 (CA = 50;11, VMA = 13;0) scored on average 100%
on regulars but only 60% on irregulars. Participant 18 (CA = 34;9,
VMA = 6;4) scored only 15% on regulars and 7% on irregulars.
For these participants with WS, it is doubtful that they will achieve
ceiling scores at some later age.
Turning to the model, then, does such arrested development fall
within the bounds of the most extreme settings of the atypical
parameters? The answer, for the lexical-semantic and phonological manipulations at least, is no. These manipulations, however
severe, only slowed but did not prevent ultimate successful acquisition of the domain. For the model to exhibit arrested acquisition
of the domain required a combination of manipulations: for example, combining the lexical-semantic or phonological manipulation
with a slower learning rate or with reduced processing resources.
It is possible that a scaled-up developmental model of inflectional
morphology may be more easily disrupted. It is also possible that
more severe cases of WS represent combinations of deficits to the
cognitive system. These may involve not just alterations to lower
level sources of information but deficits in the processing structures available to combine them during development to generate
high-level behaviors.

Summaryof Implications
The implications of the precedingsimulationsfor researchin
WS and languagedevelopmentare as follows. First, the modeling
results indicate that further work is required on the nature of
phonologicalrepresentations
in WS. However,given that standard
phonologicalawarenesstasksrequire a significant meta-cognitive
component,more subtle measuresmay be required (Laing et aI.,
2001). Second,detailed studies are required that focus on the
integrationof knowledgesourcesduring on-line languageprocessing in WS (seeKarmiloff-Srnith et aI., 1998).Third, the general-
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ization deficit in WS merits further investigation,particularly the
conditionsunderwhich it arises.For example,Ramscar(2002)has
shownthat semanticcontext can influence the inflection of novel
forms (presumablyby priming the phonologicalforms of existing
verbsconsistentwith the context).Would this effect hold for WS?
Levy and Hermon (in press)have suggestedthat individuals with
WS may showa generalizationdeficit evenwhentheyhavea good
understandingof the task.To what extentdo individuals with WS
treat novel terms differently under test conditions?Fourth, if a
differential delay in irregular verb inflection were eventually to
turn out to be a robust patternof data in WS (no large study has
thusfar convincingly demonstratedit), the modelingsuggeststhat
a lack of lexical-semanticinfluence on inflection is a good candidate to explain this differential delay, and detailed empirical
work shouldpursuethe natureof this deficit.s Finally, one of the
main implications from the model is that, rather than an isolated
deficient mechanism,multiple atypical constraintsare at work in
the WS languagesystem.Thus, Thomaset al. (2001) found both
reducedgeneralizationand semanticeffects in WS performance:
Reducedlexical-semanticinfluencewas sufficient in the model to
explain the latter but not the former effect. In fact, the model
clearly demonstratedthat the outerboundsof individual variability
hadto be accountedfor by multiple atypical constraintsratherthan
a singleone.In summary,our resultsindicatethat a singleatypical
developmentalconstraint is unlikely to explain WS language
development.
General Discussion
The computersimulationspresentedherehavefocusedon how
the developmentalprocessitself contributesto end-statedeficits in
a systemwith atypical initial constraints.In the introduction, we
arguedthat this neuroconstructivistapproachto disordersoffers a
more realistic view of the origin of developmentaldeficits than a
static explanatoryframework borrowed from the methodologyof
adult cognitive neuropsychology.In the static approach,researchers prefer (when possible)to view a developmentallydisordered
cognitive systemin terms of a normal systemthat suffers from
selectivedeficits to specific cognitive-levelmechanisms.We now
wish to amplify the differencebetweenthesetwo approaches.
Before we do so, it is worth pointing out that thereare similarities betweenthe approaches.Both types of accountsassumethat
in many developmentaldisorders,aspectsof normality and abnormality coexist. The crucial difference betweenthe approachesis
the developmentalstage and the level at which normality and
abnormality are postulatedto coexist. For the static approach,
normalityand abnormalitycoexistin high-level mechanismsin the
adult state. For the neuroconstructivistapproach,normality and
abnormalitycoexistin lower level computationalconstraintsin the
start state. However, the effect of theseconstraintson end-state
adult structuresdependscrucially on the characteristicsof the
developmentalprocessthat links start stateandend state.Here,all
too frequently,the static approachexplainsdevelopmentaldeficits
by referenceto a nondevelopmentaladult model with an unrealistic developmentalaccountimplicitly tackedon.
This can be illustrated in the past-tensedomain, if the DM
model is used in a static fashion to explain deficits in late childhoodonwardsin disorderslike WS and SLI. Pinker's (1991, 1994,
1999) theory invokes two high-level, domain-specificcognitive

mechanisms-one for processinginflectional rules and the other
for processingword-specific information-components that are
invoked to explain performancein the adult state.6The two developmentaldisordersof WS and SLI are then characterizedby
appealto this static model in termsof a double dissociation.Each
disorderis arguedto correspondto a selectiveabnormalityto one
of the high-level mechanisms,whereasthe other is "spared" or
normal (Pinker, 1999).Thereis no attempt,here,to identify initial
start-statedeficits. There is no attemptto chart the developmental
consequencesof atypical conditions in the start state of either
mechanism,before they have taken on their adult, high-level
cognitive identities of the componentsunderlying regular and
irregular inflection. As a result, thereis no attempt to explorethe
natureand extent of possiblecompensatorychangesbetweenthe
two mechanismsacrossdevelopment:for example,the possibility
that if one mechanismhas start-stateanomalies,the other may
compensateand thereforeitself developatypically. Instead,a simplistic developmentalaccountis merely assumed,wherebysomehow, atypical start-stateconditions can lead to the abnormaldevelopmentof one componentand the normal developmentof the
other. This developmentalassumption,which we have termed
elsewhereresidual nonnality, turns out to hold only under very
specific computationaldevelopmentalconditions (seeThomas&
Karmiloff-Smith, 2002a). That such conditions hold in a given
cognitive system cannot be assumed but must be justified
empirically.
In contrast,the neuroconstructivistapproachseesnormality and
abnormality as coexisting in the start state (Karmiloff-Smith,
1998).High-level deficits are construedas the outcomeof initial
lower level deficits plus the application of a developmentalprocess.A consequence
of this focusis that the researcheris prompted
to questionwhetherseeminglynormal behavioraloutcomesin the
end statemay camouflagevery subtledeficits, becauseof the way
low-level impairmentsmay eventuallyimpact on the whole developing system.In the past-tensesimulations,differenceswere postulatedin the structureof phonologicalrepresentations,
of lexicalsemanticrepresentations,
or in the computationalpropertiesof the
systemsseekingto generatepast-tenseforms given phonological
and lexical-semantic information. High-level behavioral deficits
in, for example, irregular past-tenseformation, were the consequenceof acquiring the relevantmappingsusing a computational
systemwith theseatypical lower level constraints.
It is worth noting that nothing in the DM modelpreventsit from
being applied to developmentaldisorders within the neuroconS Clahsen and Almazan (1998) have a slightly different account of this
deficit on the basis of the DM model. In their account, the word-specific
information that is unavailable on-line is restricted to the phonological
form of irregular past-tense forms and has no semantic content.
6 For example, here is how Marcus, Pinker, et aI. (1992) distinguished
Pinker's derivation of the blocking principle (the component of the DM
model that coordinates the functioning of the symbolic and associative
mechanisms) from a competing proposal of MacWhinney: "The principal
difference between MacWhinney's (1978) and Pinker's (1984) expositions
is that Pinker takes the blocking principle as it was explicated and justified
by linguists to explain adult knowledge, and simply attributes it to the
child, whereas MacWhinney introduced it as a specific new claim about the
child's morphological acquisition system" (p. 16, Footnote 6, italics
added).
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structivist framework. However, this would entail a seriousconsiderationof the impact of the developmentalprocess.Under a
neuroconstructivisttreatmentof the DM model, start-statedeficits
(justified by psychologicaldata) would be applied either to the
symbolic mechanism,the associativemechanism,or the "epiphany" mechanismthat identifies the presenceof an inflectional
rule in the input. The subsequentdevelopmentaltrajectory of the
model and its end-statebehavioral impairments could then be
assessed
againstempirical data,as we havedonewith the connectionist past-tensemodel. However,given the potentialcomplexity
of the developmentalprocessand the importangeof clearly specifying its nature, we have found that computationalmodeling is
almost essentialfor this type of endeavor.We show in the Generality and Robustnessof Findings section,below, how this might
proceedin regardof the DM model, when we considercomputational implementationsthat bear somesimilarity to it.
Although we usedempirical datafrom languageresearchin WS
to determinewhich of the model's initial cognitive constraints
would be atypical (semantic,phonological,etc.), it is important to
realize that thesemanipulationsare not intendedto stand as the
[mal explanationfor the behavioral deficits in the disorder. Instead,a neuroconstructivistapproachprompts the searchfor an
evenlower level developmentalexplanatiQn.We canillustrate this
by consideringhow the neuroconstructivistand static explanatory
frameworkswould embracethe implications of a geneticcausein
a given developmentaldisorder.
Becausethe staticaccountviews the explanationof a behavioral
deficit in terms of selective abnormalities to high-level adult
mechanisms,there is a risk that associatedgeneticanomaliesare
thenconstruedasthe direct causeof the deficit. The affectedgenes
are presumedto be involved in the mechanism'sconstruction
during normal development.In this way, theoristsusing the static
approachhave recruited disorderslike WS and SLI to argue for
innate,domain-specificmodular structurein the languagesystem,
on the basisof different geneticmutations.A theory of this form
necessitates
a developmentalaccountin V/hichthe modulesfound
in the adult cognitive system develop independentlyunder the
control of selectedgenes.However,thereis no evidenceto support
the ideathat genesrelatedirectly and solely to high-levelcognitive
mechanismsin this way (Karmiloff-Smith, Scerif, & Thomas,
2002;Kingsbury& Finlay, 2001;Pallas,2001;Ragsdale& Grove,
2001).
By contrast,the neuroconstructivistaccountis predicatedon the
following recursive equation: High-level deficit

=

lower level

deficit X developmentalprocess.Presentedwith a geneticdisorder, the neuroconstructivistseeksa cascadeof theseequations,in
which eachlevel of atypical structureor function is tracedback to
a lower level anomalyplus a developmentalprocess.Ultimately,
this cascadeshouldreachbackto the earlieststageof development
in a geneticdisorder,that of the embryonicbrain.7
We believe that such a theoreticalapproachchartsan original
approachto future explanationsof many developmentaldisorders.
It is a framework in which genesare linked to behavior through
multiple levels of cognitive, neurocomputational,and neurobiological modeling of developmentalsystems.Similarities that may
exist betweenthe behavioraldeficits found in developmentaldisorders and acquireddisordersmay well be informative at some
level (see Thomas& Karmiloff-Smith, 2002a),but these should
not be employedto motivate the use of the static framework, for
..
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this risks the postulation of unrealistically direct links between
genesand behavior.
.
Our illustration of the neuroconstructivistapproachto developmentaldeficits hasfocusedon explainingsuchdeficits in termsof
parametervariations to a computationalimplementation.We encountereda numberof theoreticalissuesimplicit in this approach,
andwe concludewith a brief discussionof threeof them.First, we
exmninehow this approachto modelingatypical developmentfits
with attemptsto model otl1erforms of cognitive variability. Second, we considerthe implication of the multiple causalitythat was
evident from the simulationswe presented.Last, we addressthe
extentto which one can draw generalconclusionsfrom the results
of a particularcomputationalimplementation.

Theories of Cognitive Variability
Atypical developmentrepresentsonly one form of cognitive
variability. Other forms include the processof developmentitself,
individual differencesbetween normal people of the same age
(e.g.,intelligence),variationsthat aredue to aging, and day-to-day
and even moment-to-momentvariations in performance.If one
acceptsthat changesto computationalparametersin cognitive
modelscanaccountfor atypicaldevelopment,oneis boundto ask,
will such computationalparametermanipulationsexplain other
forms of variation? Although this is not the main focus of the
presentarticle (seeThomas & Karmiloff-Srnith, 2003, for a detailed consideration),it is worth noting someof the issuesthat a
more general approachto cognitive variability would raise. Are
alterationsto the samecomputationalparametersresponsiblefor
eachtype of variation?Is atypicaldevelopmentsimply the tail end
of a distribution of normal developmentalparameters?Or is it an
exaggeratedvariation that is due to disorderedunderlying physiology? Is it variation that is perhapsdue to very different computational parametersthat show no such variation in the normal
population?Initial connectionistapproacheshave at times proposed variationsof the sameparametersto accountfor different
types of variability, for example with variations in hidden unit
numbersbeinga particularfavorite proposedto accountfor normal
development,atypical development,and individual differences.It
is unlikely such a "one parameterfits all" approachwill be theoretically sustainable(Thomas& Karmiloff-Srnith, 2003).A coherent computationalpicture of cognitive variability is desirablebut
hasyet to emerge.When it doesso, we believe that the neuroconstructivistapproachelucidatedin the presentarticle will be equally
applicablein linking different forms of variability to their genetic
underpinningsin dynamically evolving systems.

7 Because causality should not be construed as crossing levels of description, for an account restricted to the psychological level, one should
replace in the preceding equation "higher" or "lower level" with "more" or
"less abstract" in regard to the representations (see Karmiloff-Smith &
Thomas, in press). The relation of brain anomalies to cognitive anomalies
is an area of intense debate, as is establishing when it is proper to refer to
informational states of the embryonic or neonate brain as "cognitive."
These issues are discussed with regard to developmental disorders in
Mareschal et al. (in press).
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Multiple Causality
In exploring the backgroundflexibility of the model, Table 1
revealedthat a given narrow behavioralimpairrilent-for example,
a reductionin generalizationof the regular past tense-could be
generatedby a numberof different parametermanipulations.Two
conclusionsfollow. When suchmultiple causalityof deficit exists
in a model, the model will be less effective in constrainingthe
theoreticalinferencesthat can be drawn from the presenceof this
particular deficit in a group of individuals or in a syndrome.
Second,if the model is valid, individualsexhib1tingsucha narrow
deficit may do so as a result of a range of different underlying
impairments.We considerelsewherethe methodologicalimplications of this finding for empirical investigationsof behaviorally
defmeddevelopmentaldisorders(Thomas,2003). Here we recognize that connectionistmodelsof atypical developmentare likely
to predict multiple causality of deficits, and we take this as a
cautionagainstreadingtoo much into the similaritiesthat different
groups show in single behavioral deficits. For example, with
regardto the past-tensedomain, individual studieshave reported
deficits in irregular inflection not just in WS but also in children
with spinal muscular atrophy (Sieratzki & Woll, 1998) and in
children with early and continuously treated phenylketonuria
(Badali,Izvorski, Ozawa,Diamond,& illlrnan, 1999).The model
supportsthe possibility that the causecould be different in each
case.
Computer modeling of d~velopmentalerts us that different
alterationsin initial constraintscan give rise to similar end-state
deficits. It is important to note that computermodeling is one of
the few ways in which to explore an opposite possibility: that
divergentbehavioral outcomesin two disordersmay arise from
minor differences in otherwise highly similar starting conditions-in other words that, despitequite different end-statebehavioral profIles, the causesof two disorderscould turn out to be
closely related. Although this was raised in previous work as a
theoreticalpossibility (Kanniloff-Smith, 1998), it is only by indepth modeling that the hypothesiscan be fully explored.
We can usethe current simulationresultsto illustrate this point
with a hypotheticalexample.In a past-tenseelicitation task, let us
say that Disorder A is characterizedby an approximatelyequal
developmentaldelay to regular and irregular past-tenseformation
but, notably,an increasedability to apply the add-ed regularityto
novel verbs.Disorder B, conversely,is characterizedby a developmentaldelay that is much more markedfor regular verbs than
irregular verbs and a very reducedability to apply the add -ed
past-tenseregularity to novel verbs.8Becausethesepatternswere
the outcomeof particular manipulations,we know the following
facts: Theseapparentlycontrastingdisorderedprofiles arise from
two languagesubsystemsthat sharethe samearchitecture,representationalresources,input and output representations,learning
algorithm and learning rate, and levels of processingnoise. The
two disordersare in fact closely related becausethey are both
causedby an initial alteration to the samesystemparameter,the
discriminability of their constituentprocessingunits. However,the
contributionof the developmentalprocessis to pushtheseinitially
similar start statesonto diverging trajectories,producingdisorders
with contrastingprofiles in the end state.The close associationof
these two hypothetical disorders would not be uncovered by
merelyfocusingon the dissimilarity of the behavioralpr9files that
.

they exhibit in the phenotypic outcome.Understandingthe two
processesof developmentis crucial.

Generality and Robustnessof Findings
The simulationspresentedin this article amountto the claim that
certaindevelopmentaldeficits in WS can be explainedin termsof
parametervariationsto a particularcomputationalimplementation.
Such a claim is bound to raise certain objections.
One might object, for example,that the rangeof developmental
deficits exploredin the precedingsimulationssimply indicatesthat
associativenetworksarefragile learningsystems.However,this is
not the casehere. One should bear in mind that becauseour aim
wasto generateatypicaltrajectoriesof development,the parameter
manipulationswe reported were those sufficient to disrupt the
courseof development,and thus the results may exaggeratethe
easewith which learning can be disrupted.Nevertheless,under a
wide range of manipulationsto phonological, lexical-semantic,
and architecturalparameters,we were able to demonstratethat,
surprisingly,the targetdomainwas successfullyacquired,albeit at
different rates and with different implications for generalization.
The associativenetwork was fairly robust in learning the training
set. More important, explicit, implemented computational accounts are necessarilymore fragile than verbal theories,in that
they contain rangesof parametervalueswithin which simulations
can capturetarget data.Specificationof theseparametervaluesis
what it meansto report a successfulsimulation. Verbal theories
often appearrobustmerely becausethey lack precisespecification.
When one specifies theories in greater detail, limitations often
become apparentthat are simply lost in the mist of vague but
plausibleverbal theorizing.
One might also object that our thorough exploration of the
(developmental)parameterspaceof a single computationmodel
merely servedto shine a 50,OOO-watt
streetlighton a tiny spot of
the sidewalk,in the searchfor the proverbial setof lost keys.How
could we guaranteethat ours is the right model and that we have
found the right manipulation to simulate our target disorder?If
ours is not the right model, to what extent would the fmdings
generalizeto other possibleor existing past-tensemodels?
These are the right kinds of questionsto ask of simulation
results,but they mustbe addressed
without unduepessimismabout
modelingitself. Any of the computationalaccountsthat havebeen
proposedfor acquireddeficits, for psychiatricdisorders,for aging,
or for intelligencerely on the assumptionthat the normal model is
the correct one, although no fmal correct model of the normal
system exists in the relevant fields. Yet such models have all
generatedserious advancesin their field. Indeed, no model can
prove that it is the right modelevenif it successfullysimulatesthe
data.As hasbeenwidely discussed,the role of modeling is more
subtle.The processof model constructionnecessarilyinvolvesthe
cost of simplification, for the benefits of specification,clarification, evaluationof theory viability, generationof testablehypotheses,detailedexplorationof the problemdomain,and consistency
of explanationwherebydomainsare unified by modelsthat share
common computational principles. In the current context, the
8 Disorder B is not, in fact, that dissimilar to the pattern reported for SLI.
See Van der Lely and Ullman (2001).
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modeling process led us to consider issues of multiple causality in
developmental disorders, the role of individual variability, the
computational relation of different forms of cognitive variability,
and the possibility of interactions between atypical constraints in
developmental systems. Modeling is a tool for theory advancement, often yielding clear empirical predictions.
Of course, it is important to note that we did not choose just any
"spot" of the sidewalk on which to shine our 50,OOO-wattbulb. The
spot was based on a prior, thoroughly evaluated computational
developmental account of past-tense acquisition, combined with
the latest views on the need for differentiated structure in inflectional systems that distinguishes phonological and lexicalsemantic inputs (Lavric et al., 2001; Plunkett & Juola, 1999). In
addition, as much as possible, we used empirical data to constrain
our parameter manipulations, compared multiple manipulations
when those data were not sufficiently constraining, and evaluated
background flexibility to assess the sensitivity of our results to
the particular choices we made for how deficits should be
implemented.
Nevertheless, the issue of generality must of course be taken
seriously. One of the advantages of siting our exploration of
computational accounts of developmental disorders within the
past-tense domain is that it permits ready consideration of issues of
generality, given the dichotomous nature of the field. We have
based our explanations on developmental connectionist models.
Would the findings of these simulations generalize to the alternative, DM account of past-tense formation? For example, would
reduced phonological similarity and redundancy decrease generalization in that model, or an attenuated lexical-semantic influence
differentially delay irregular acquisition? Because the DM model
is not computationally implemented, it is impossible to speculate
with any confidence. It is here that the disadvantage of underspecified verbal theories becomes apparent.
Given the wider aims and scope of the DM approach, the
reluctance of DM theorists to invest time in building implementations of particular domains is understandable. However, as it
stands, the DM model is particularly underconstrained when it
comes to developmental disorders. As we have suggested, this is
because the model cannot specify how, during development, each
of its mechanisms might compensate for initial damage to the
other.
It is worth exploring this in a little more detail. The DM model
could be construed in two ways. First, as we have described it so
far, the model might involve a symbolic mechanism, an associative
mechanism, and an external epiphany mechanism that identifies
the presence of a rule in the input and asks the symbolic mechanism to learn it (Pinker, 1999; see Marcus et al., 1992, pp.
133-137, for details on how this might work). Alternatively, a
simpler version of the model might comprise the symbolic and
associative learning mechanisms that are exposed to the input
without any guidance. The question is, in the case of initial
deficiencies in the symbolic mechanism, what is to prevent the
associative mechanism from learning all of the past tenses as
individual cases, and so producing normal looking end-state behavior? In the case of initial deficiencies in the associative mechanism, what is to stop the symbolic mechanism from learning all
the past tenses as rules (either under the direction of the epiphany
mechanism in the fIrst version of the model, or on its own in the
second version)?
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As it has been describedin various articles, the DM model
certainly appearsto have the capacity for such compensatory
learning. For exarnple,the symbolic mechanismhas the potential
to learnmultiple rules,invokedto accountfor the acquisitionof the
morecomplicatedinflectionalparadigmsof otherlanguages(Clahsen, 1999,p. 1047).(Indeedthe all-rule method was the original
approachtaken to irregular past-tenseformation in linguistics;
Chomsky & Halle, 1968.)Moreover, the associativemechanism
hasthe potentialto learn regular past tensesas well as exceptions
(Pinker, 1999).Thus, Pinker (1999) stated"human memoryis not
a scarceresourcereservedfor the incompressiblenuggets that
cannotbe generatedby rules" (p. 138).
Of course,onecould specifyinitial constraintsthat would make
developmentalcompensationmore difficult: for exarnple,if the
epiphanymechanismfunctionedindependentlyof the DM system,
so that the symbolic mechanismwas guided to learn the same
inflectional rulesirrespectiveof the performanceof the associative
memory.9Or if therewerea particularlimit on the numberof rules
that could be learned.Or if there were a particular limit on the
number of forms that could be memorized.However, until such
developmentalconstraintshave been clearly specified,the implicationsfor initial deficienciesin one mechanismon what the other
may be able to acquireremain pure speculation.
Existing implementations,alternatively, provide more solid
ground for evaluatingthe generalityof the claims madefrom our
simulations.As we indicated in the introduction, DM theorists
have identified somecurrent computationalimplementationsthat
bearsimilaritiesto the DM account,in that they involve a memory
devicewith a separaterule-like device(althoughin mostcases,the
rule devicejust servesto copy the verb stemto the output). In the
next four paragraphs,we considerhow our findings would generalize to four DM-consistentcomputationalimplementations.These
implementationswould correspondto the alternative,simpler version of the DM model identified above, without the epiphany
mechanism.From thesefour cases,a consistentpicture emerges.
WestermannandGoebel's(1995)modelof Germanverb inflection appearson flISt impressionto have a lexical memory and a
copy function to aid in regularinflection. Closerinspectionreveals
that the production part of the network in fact generatesthe
inflected form from a combinationof the phonologicalrepresentation of the stemand a localist representationof individual word
identity. This structure is therefore actually very similar to the
architecturewe haveexploredin our model,albeit implementedin
a recurrentsystem.Westermann(1995) found that removal of or
restrictionsto the lexical memory differentially delayedirregular
inflection but also delayedregular inflection, becausethe initially
intact componentsof the network had to learn both inflection
types. It is less obvious what implications would ensue from
changesto the phonologicalrepresentations:This may affect development of the lexical component(a phonology-driven,selforganizingmap), andit may affect on-line generalization,because
in the model novel forms that rhyme with existing verbs cause
lexical activationof the relevantexisting verb. Reducedsimilarity
may reducethe lexical activation for novel forms and, therefore,
9 See Thomas and Kanniloff-Smith

(2002a) for a discussion of guided

specialization as a computational constraint that produces selective endstate deficits along with residual normality in a developmental disorder.
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alter generalizationproperties(Westennann,personalcornrnunication, January12, 2002).
Second,Westennann(1998)useda constructivistarchitecturein
which, again, one part of the model (direct input-':outputconnections) came to specializein regular inflection, whereasanother
parallelprocessingroute,a hiddenlayer of increasingsize,cameto
specializein irregular inflection. Omission or developmentalrestriction of the growing hidden layer causeda delay for irregular
inflection and a lesserdelay for regular inflection (Westennann,
personalcornrnunication,January12, 2002).
Our third example, an inflectional model within the ACT-R
paradigm proposedby Taatgen and Anderson (2002; Taatgen,
2001), has similarities to the DM account in that it combines
rule-basedprocessingwith a memoryfor instances.Thus,it shares
the hybrid representationalcommitmentsof the DM model. Taatgen and Anderson's model includes no representationof phonological structure,so manipulationsto phonologicalsimilarity cannot be consideredat this stage.The implications of differencesto
the model's lexical memory cannotbe estimated,becausein part
the memory and rule componentwork in series rather than in
parallel (for example,retrievepast tenseis a rule that operateson
forms stored in lexical memory). Under nonnal conditions, the
fully trained end-statemodel tendsto rely on this retrieve-storedfonn rule to inflect most verbs. Under atypical conditions of
lexical memory,it is unclearwhat compensatorystrategieswould
be availableto the systemor how thesemight differentially affect
regular/irregularverbs.As it stands,for example,it is not obvious
that a regular rule would emergeat all if lexical memory were
attenuated,becauseemergenceof the default add -ed rule is
contingenton some prior history of fonning new past tensesby
analogyto randomexamplesretrievedfrom lexical memory.The
model's initial default is simply to reproducean uninflectedstem,
and with a failure of lexical memory, it might just persistin this
behavior.
Finally, Hare et al. (1995) proposeda model that combinestwo
components:a three-layerconnectionistnetwork that maps between stem and inflected fonn, and a copy function that supplies
the stemto the output layer. The secondcomponentis includedto
offer an improvementin default generalization.From Marcus's
(2001)perspectiveas a DM theorist,thesecomponentscorrespond
to two qualitativelydifferent mechanismsoperatingin parallel,one
as a lexical memory,the other as a rule implementing"Copy X."
What might happenunderdevelopmentalfailure of either component?Failure of the lexical memorycomponentwould restrict the
model to outputting an uninflected stem (just as in the preceding
model, by coincidence)becauseonly the copy function would
remain.Changesto phonologywould most likely reducegeneralization of the add -ed regularity in line with our simulations,
becausethe lexical memory componentof the Hare et al. model
must still specify the conditions under which the -ed suffix is
addedto the stem. The copy function ensuresthat novel fonns
incorporatethe stem in the output in which lexical memory does
not specify an irregular,but the rule componentitself is unableto
generatethe SUffIX.
In surnrnary,it appearsthat when componentsof inflectional
modelshelp supply or processword-specific infonnation, developmentalanomaliesto thesecomponentsare likely to producea
greaterdelay for irregular inflection, although regularsmay also
suffer through compensatoryprocesses.It also seemslikely that
..

changesin phonology will have implications for generalization,
althoughthe exactramificationsarehard to predict without actual
simulation.In short,two of the major effectswe report seemlikely
to generalizeto more DM-consistent models. Of course, these
predictionswould needto be verified by simulation: If one could
fully anticipatethe behavior of complex learning systems,there
would be no needfor simulation at all.
This brief review of DM-consistentmodelssuggeststhat thereis
somegeneralityof our simulation resultsand, thus, that our conclusions are not basedon particular implementationdetails. Nevertheless,noneof the four precedingmodelshas beenthoroughly
examinedwithin the developmentaldomain,andthey standhereas
a proxy for the currently underspecifiedDM account(none is an
explicit implementationof the DM account endorsedby those
theorists).We haveembarkedon this considerationof generalityto
illustrate that, if one choosesto use simulations to formulate
explanationsof developmentaldeficits, one must go beyond simulation resultsto distinguishgeneralprinciplesfrom any particular
implementationdetails. The theoreticallydichotomouspast-tense
field provides an ideal forum for this endeavor.Crucially, however, it highlights the importanceof implementationto generatea
focuseddebatein the field. In terms of theoretical approachesto
developmentaldisorders,currently it is most important to improve
our characterizationof the processof developmentitself, and, as
we have illustrated, computationalimplementationis a faithful
servantto that goal.
Conclusion
An in-depth considerationof a developmentalcomputational
model of past-tenseformation in WS made it possibleto clarify
importanttheoreticaldebatesin that domain.It then allowed us to
evaluatemore widely the advantages,disadvantages,and hidden
assumptionsof using developmentalcomputationalmodelsto explain behavioraldeficits in developmentaldisorders.We conclude
that, provided their assumptionsare well understood,computational modelsof development(here representedby connectionist
networks) have great potential to aid in the understandingof
deficits in developmentaldisordersbecausethey focus attentionon
the developmentalprocessitself as a crucial causal factor. This
contrastswith previous static approachesseekingto characterize
such deficits in terms of selectivedamageto high-level components,analogousto casesof adult brain damage.Disorderedsystems are those that develop under atypical low-level constraints.
Our contention is that computationalmodels of learning are an
excellenttool to study atypical processesof developmentin complex systems.
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